
went. The boys picked up situational American accents that they used at
school and on playdates but not with us. Nancy got a part-time job at a
campaigning production company and found a new circle of friends who had
no idea that I was someone on television, and who as a result seemed to see
her more clearly. In the winter we took trips out to Joshua Tree and 29 Palms
on the edge of the Mojave and dreamed about moving to the desert, with sand
and cactuses instead of a lawn, with clear night skies crowded with stars and
the possibility of a different life.

And in between TV commitments I was also nudging along another
project, a long-nurtured dream shot of my own.

It had started at a documentary festival in Sheffield more than a year earlier.
Late one evening, at the bar of the Mercure Hotel, where the film-makers and
dignitaries gather for drinks after the films and sessions are all finished, I’d
run into a friend called Simon Chinn. We’d been at Westminster together.
Back then he’d been a sporty and self-deprecating ladies’ man and an
indifferent student – he had once copied a history essay of mine on Jean II
and Philippe VI of France. But in the subsequent twenty-five years he’d
emerged as a documentary-producer of international renown, the winner of
two Oscars for his films Searching for Sugar Man and Man on Wire.

Simon asked if I’d ever thought of making a feature-length documentary
for cinemas. ‘Of course,’ I said. ‘But I don’t have an idea.’ A few weeks later
Simon called to say he had an idea: ‘Scientology.’

If you’ve been paying attention, you will have noticed in previous chapters
I have expressed an interest in the mysterious and secret religion founded by
the troubled sci-fi writer L. Ron Hubbard. From my visit to the L. Ron
Hubbard Life Exhibit as a young whelp in the last century, through my tour
around the Celebrity Center for an abortive TV documentary in 2002, and
onward, I had seen Scientology as the ne plus ultra of cultdom, combining, as
it did, show business, Americana, hucksterism, over-the-top religious
commitment, and space aliens. (Have I mentioned that Scientology disputes
these characterizations? If not, may I do so here?) And so, given my history
with the subject, there was an irony or maybe just a coincidental quality to
the idea of Simon suggesting Scientology to me. Simon’s interest stemmed
from a story he’d read in the New Yorker by Lawrence Wright, profiling a
disaffected ex-Scientologist, Paul Haggis, and the Church’s efforts to harass
and silence him.



I met up with Simon at his offices in Fitzrovia and we discussed the idea.
‘It’s the holy grail,’ I said. ‘The ultimate story. It would be amazing. But

how do you do it? They would never let us in.’
‘Do you know that?’ Simon asked.
‘Ah . . . yes,’ I said. ‘The best they would give you is tiny amounts of

meaningless access. A tour of the Celebrity Center. A heavily chaperoned
visit to some warehouse where they make e-meters. Almost everything I’ve
ever done has been based on access,’ I went on. ‘It’s part of how it works.
That sense of permission.’

But Simon’s interest and his track record was enough to prevent me pooh-
poohing the idea entirely. And so over the following months we kept in
touch, reading up on the subject, meeting for coffees and comparing notes.

Since I’d last gone spelunking in the potholes of Scientology research –
those vast databases of allegations about ill treatment in the Sea Org and
crazed self-actualization techniques – the contours of the story had changed a
little. Starting around 2004 there had been a stream of departures from the
upper echelons of Church management. In a series of memoirs and
newspaper articles, these disaffected ex-members – most of whom had
worked at a secretive base in the desert a couple of hours outside Los
Angeles – depicted a culture of violence and degradation deep inside
Scientology. They portrayed Scientology’s leader, the diminutive David
Miscavige, as a brutal and unaccountable martinet who verbally abused his
underlings and ran a regime that hinged on isolation of staff from loved ones,
humiliation, control, and weird mind games. For several months at least, and
possibly longer, they alleged Miscavige had forced senior staff to eat, sleep
and work inside a double-wide trailer nicknamed the Hole.

This feels like another good place to mention that Scientology disputes all
these allegations.

Miscavige had seized power soon after Hubbard’s death in 1986 and, in the
accounts of the apostates, he came across as a Stalin-like figure, someone
who had none of the religious vision or charismatic charlatanism of the
founder but who more than made up for it with a kind of genius for control
and domination.

At the same time, what I was also struck by was the sense of world-
changing zeal of the Scientologists and their sincere belief that they had all
the answers to all the problems that had plagued humanity for decades – war,
insanity, crime – and their complete conviction that it was down to them and



them alone to save humanity. This explained their dead-eyed intimidation of
journalists, their hounding of ex-members, and why so many of them were
prepared to tolerate ill treatment: what was a few months of polishing door
knobs in a punishment programme when weighed against the salvation of the
universe? This notion of idealism being a close cousin of zealotry was central
to what interested me about the Church – especially wrapped in the bizarre
trappings of the sci-fi space opera – and it took me back, in a pleasurable
way, to my Weird Weekends days of people passionate about nonsense in a
way that was comical and troubling and sad, but with some of the seriousness
and maturity of the later shows mixed in.

I wrote up a film treatment that developed these ideas. ‘I love stories in
which the best human qualities are put at the service of questionable
projects,’ I wrote. ‘I find that the most shocking behaviour is motivated by
very relatable human impulses.’ As to how the film might work, I was a little
more vague, and these parts of the treatment – for all the references I
included about it being a ‘landmark documentary feature’ and ‘my dream
subject’ – couldn’t help disguising a certain skimpiness and desperation.
We’ll meet a defector . . . and I’ll do some Scientology with an Independent
Scientologist . . . and I’ll try to get into the opening of a new Org . . . and
stand by the fence of the secret base . . . and we may even get some access to
the Celebrity Center . . . Did I mention it is a landmark documentary feature?

Maybe for this reason, there were troubling questions of who would direct
the film. Simon had been keen to bring on a high-profile name – someone
with ‘feature documentary experience’. But the rarefied world of A-list
theatrical documentary directors was not yielding up many names. In a way,
it wasn’t surprising that there should be few takers, in the premier league of
doc makers, for a non-access-based Scientology film fronted by a presenter
who specialized in access.

By the time I was living in LA, more than a year down the line from the
first conversations with Simon, the project was still notionally moving
forward – the BBC had committed money, the film was funded – but with
still no director or coherent vision, we were arguably no further along.

One day at work a colleague, an AP who lived in LA and was connected in
show-business circles, mentioned that the Hollywood comedy writer and
director Larry Charles had seen and enjoyed some of my programmes. I was
delighted, of course. My years of aspiring to write sitcoms were still near
enough that the idea of praise from one of the original writers of Seinfeld and



Curb Your Enthusiasm – a man who had also directed Sacha Baron Cohen’s
prank film Borat and Religulous, a satirical documentary about religion
presented by the American comedian Bill Maher – felt like a kind of
anointment.

A few weeks went by and then I had a thought. I suggested to Simon that
Larry might be the director for our movie.

We met up at an organic coffee shop in Beverly Hills. Larry, then in his
mid-sixties, arrived, long-haired, long-bearded, in a Homburg hat and baggy
cotton trousers that could possibly have been pyjama bottoms. In Hollywood,
scruffiness is an indicator either of homelessness or inestimable wealth. In
Larry’s case, I was fairly sure it was the latter. He was effortlessly funny,
complimentary about my old shows – he mentioned the dementia one for
some reason (‘I loved that scene, the woman going “gullah-gullah-gullah”,
it’s become a thing I do with my girlfriend’) – and his conversations were a
torrent of ideas so free-flowing that they bordered on the hypomanic.

On the subject of a Scientology film, he was immediately enthusiastic.
He’d tried to do a bit on Scientology in Religulous – it hadn’t made it into the
film – but he felt the subject was ripe for a different approach. ‘Little bit of
prosthetic disguise on your face, you would be unrecognizable,’ he said.
‘You could go undercover as a dishwasher at the Scientology headquarters
for two weeks.’ Another idea involved producing a live musical celebrating
Scientology and staging it in Hollywood. ‘There is a way to expand on what
you have done. Bring new elements into it, broaden the canvas, deal with
larger themes and use humour, outrageousness, danger, spontaneity, emotion
and film techniques to produce a scary and iconoclastic and fun ride.’ Many
of his ideas revolved around exploding the usual documentary storytelling
tropes and using Hollywood techniques, especially re-enactments. ‘I see re-
enactments as being very important to this . . . I just want you to do what you
usually do. My job is to turbo-charge everything to take it to the next level of
it being a movie that can play in malls not just in art houses and festivals.’

After Larry left, Simon and I loitered behind, both dazed and excited by
Larry’s manic creativity and raffish bohemian glamour. ‘I think we might
have found our director,’ Simon said.

More meetings followed between Larry and me, and in hindsight, the six
months or so of brainstorming were like a lost weekend of Hollywood
romance, a whirlwind affair with a mistress who I suspected was too
attractive and intelligent for me, making me wonder when it was going to end



or what dark secret about her past I would uncover. We would email ideas
back and forth and occasionally meet in a cafe in West Hollywood. For my
part, the idea of ‘taking meetings’ with a comic master felt exciting but also
trepidatious. He talked about working with a tiny crew. I worried that his idea
of a tiny crew was my idea of a huge crew.

During one coffee session, I explained my sense that the important
material would stem from the Scientologists’ reaction to whatever we came
up with. They would undoubtedly view me as an ‘SP’. A ‘Suppressive
Person’ – the term is used often by Scientologists and is synonymous, more
or less, with ‘psychopath’. Scientologists teach that journalists are 1.1 on the
‘tone scale’, putting them on a par with ‘sexual perverts’ – which I think
means gay people – and so they feel they are licensed to harass and confront
them, especially those they view as disseminating negative information about
them. The Internet is full of amusing videos of Scientologists ‘handling’
reporters in this way, and also tailing them in blacked-out vehicles. In fact
one of the most revealing short documentaries on Scientology, John
Sweeney’s 2007 Panorama, was mainly composed of sequences of him being
tailed and harassed until he famously snapped under the pressure and went
shouty-crackers during a tour of one of their facilities.

‘We need to think about how we document them coming after us,’ I said to
Larry. ‘It’s a shame we can’t make a film and then release it and then film
them harassing and suppressing our film.’ I mentioned Errol Morris’s film
Tabloid, about a woman in the 1970s who became erotically obsessed with a
Mormon missionary, kidnapping him and allegedly making him her sex
slave, and I went on, ‘The most interesting part of that was that the woman
later attended screenings at festivals to stand up and denounce Errol Morris –
none of which you would know from watching the finished film. But can you
imagine how much more interesting that would have been? The main
character stepping up and taking control of the movie.’

‘I love that,’ Larry said. ‘A film within a film. We could have a casting call
for actors to play David Miscavige.’

This wasn’t exactly what I’d meant and, intrigued as I was, I also worried
that it seemed prankish, unmoored from any documentary reality. But Larry
was off and running. What about instead of being one film within a film,
there were several, each in a different mode? A religious epic. A sci-fi film.
A Miscavige biopic. At this point, my head was starting to spin as I tried to
keep up with Larry’s runaway vision. But I’d spent enough time in



Hollywood by now that I knew I should mask my confusion. ‘Yes, I love it,’
I said. ‘Wow, interesting. Ha ha ha!’

One August day, I took a break from some filming I was doing in the
South Central dog pound and Ubered up to some shiny offices in Century
City, where Larry, Simon and I spent a morning interviewing editors. We
talked about the re-enactments and the idea of doing things differently. It was
becoming real and I was in equal measures excited and scared. A few weeks
after that, I took off with the family to my dad’s house on Cape Cod for a
short break, and it was there that I received a message from Simon. It said
simply, ‘Larry’s out.’

I called back straight away. ‘Why?’ I asked.
‘He doesn’t think you’re on board with doing things in another way. I

think he felt you were maybe a little unenthusiastic.’
‘Did it seem that way to you when we were interviewing editors?’
‘I’ve got to say it didn’t. So I don’t know what’s going on. Maybe there’s

another reason. I don’t know.’
I sent a message to Larry, hoping to change his mind. ‘I am absolutely on

board with another way of working . . . For me this is all about stretching
myself and using different muscles.’ But it didn’t work. We were now nearly
a year into our development phase and still without a director.



Chapter 28

My Scientology Movie

It was March 2014 – more than six months after Larry left – before we shot
our first scene on the film. Several times I thought about abandoning the
project altogether. If I could have pushed a button that would have made the
entire idea and any memory of it disappear, I probably would have done. The
knowledge that there was another team also pursuing the subject didn’t help.
Alex Gibney, the director behind numerous Oscar-winning documentaries,
had optioned Lawrence Wright’s book, Going Clear. HBO was paying for his
film. It was likely to make a big impact. It was like spying Amundsen and his
huskies speeding towards the South Pole while you’re still walking around
Millets looking for thermal socks.

In October, the family took an RV trip, driving from Los Angeles across
Southern California to Nevada, Arizona, and Utah. I felt like the
quintessential American dad piloting the vehicle, which was the size of an
aircraft carrier and about as manoeuvrable. It was the kind of holiday I’d
dreamed of taking as a child, in the years when my brother and I would spend
our summers going mental sequestered in our dad’s house while he worked
and we stared at the static on the portable black and white television. Now I
was making it real for my children, even though bits kept falling off the RV.
There was an aerial on the roof for the flat-screen TV that went up and down
with a hand crank but it got stuck in its ‘up’ position. Then I had a fight with
the metal rods that supported the fold-out awning. I figured I’d be driving a
metal carcass by the time we got back – the mechanical equivalent of a whale
skeleton.

In Southwestern Utah we found an RV hook-up on the edge of Bryce
Canyon National Park. During the day we hiked the trails, admiring the
hoodoos – mysterious red rock formations carved by the wind that looked



sometimes like totem poles or manikins or erect ginger roots. At night, when
the temperature plummeted to near freezing, we roasted marshmallows, and
after the boys were in bed Nancy and I watched a documentary that had been
causing a sensation at festivals, Joshua Oppenheimer’s The Act of Killing.

We digested it in half-hour chunks over three successive nights. It told the
story of a wave of mass killings in Indonesia in the late sixties, doing so from
the perspective of the killers themselves who were shown on sound stages
directing scenes that re-enacted and celebrated the tortures and murders they
had performed. Bizarre and shocking, it struck me as a new way of thinking
about non-fiction storytelling. One had the sense, by the end, that the re-
enactments had become an almost redemptive technique, allowing the
principal culprit Anwar Congo to confront his crimes and, seemingly, think
about them in a different way.

Later, I discovered there are precursors to this approach – Mohsen
Makhmalbaf’s A Moment of Innocence; Rithy Panh’s S21: The Khmer Rouge
Killing Machine; Punishment Park by Peter Watkins. Joshua Oppenheimer
himself has pointed to the films of the French director Jean Rouch – which
involve semi-scripted self-re-enactments – as an influence.

Watching the film in the RV, I thought about a different way of seeing the
re-enactments that Larry Charles had talked about for the Scientology film.
Instead of spoofs of genres, or exercises in poking fun at Church practices, or
simply ways of visualizing Church practices and events, the process of
making the re-enactments would be the point. They would work as a kind of
therapeutic role-play for our contributors, bringing their memories to life,
forcing them to examine their own consciences, which in turn would allow
me to interrogate their choices.

A month or so later, back in LA, I received a call from Simon saying he
had another director in mind, John Dower, a respected veteran of several
theatrical documentaries, including the definitive film about Britpop, Live
Forever. John was intrigued by Scientology, which he described as being like
a religion invented by Thomas Pynchon, and he liked the film-within-a-film
idea. Still, he had some misgivings. He wasn’t explicit on the subject but I
supposed they were the understandable ones of someone used to running his
own ship jibbing at the idea of crewing with a co-captain whose name and
likeness were carved into the vessel.

He wrote a treatment setting out his vision for the film. It would be a
documentary about me, Louis Theroux, as I attempted to make a fictional



feature film about Scientology. The ‘Louis Theroux’ in the treatment seemed
a different person to the one I’d known – well, been – for forty-plus years. He
was like a made-up character. I couldn’t get my head round the concept. I
didn’t want to make a fictional film about Scientology. I bridled at the idea
that I wasn’t a co-author of the actual ‘outer’ documentary.

We had a slightly awkward conference call. He was jibbing. I was bridling.
John left the project. Then he returned. Then he left. This hokey-cokey

dance went on for several weeks, in-out, in-out, until I sent an email not
exactly shaking it all about, but making it plain that I wasn’t trying to
replicate my TV documentaries and that I was as keen as he was to try a
different approach. I threw in the words ‘improvised re-enactments’ and
‘therapeutic role play’ for good measure. I don’t know if those exact phrases
did the trick but John came on board again – this time for good – and we
settled into a concept in which we were making a film about Scientology,
more or less as equals, that would use re-enactments and the Hollywood
process of casting, location scouting, directing, improvisation to shine a light
on Hollywood’s sci-fi religion.



Selfie with my Scientology director, John Dower.

The collaboration with John, while it had its bumps, in the end turned out
to be more fun and more rewarding than I could have imagined.

Filming took place over the best part of a year. A few days here and there,
possibly twenty or so shoot days in all.

At the beginning – and to an extent all the way through – there remained
unknowns about how the re-enactments would work. One of the few
consistent features was the feeling that they would hinge on the participation
of an ex-Scientologist named Marty Rathbun. He featured in almost all the
coverage of Scientology that had appeared in the wake of the wave of
defections starting in 2004. At one time he’d been the Inspector General for
the entire church, responsible for enforcing orthodox practice at all the
Scientology churches and missions – though Scientology disputed this,
claiming he’d been a lowlier figure. He’d audited – Scientology-speak for
counselled – celebrity Scientologist Tom Cruise (maybe you’ve heard of
him?). Marty had worked closely with David Miscavige for years: they’d
been brothers-in-arms of a spiritual sort, but they’d fallen out. Marty had fled
the Church and now he was a spearhead of anti-Scientology. In my mind,
Marty would be our Anwar Congo: the troubled and charismatic warrior still
processing complicated feelings.

John had made contact with Marty. When asked about the idea of taking
part in another Scientology documentary, he said he was burned out on the
subject. Then John mentioned the re-enactments idea, and Marty was sold.

On our first day of filming, a bright spring day in Los Angeles, I drove to
the airport in a car rigged with a piece of scaffolding that carried a fabric
sunshade and a couple of cameras, including a huge one that was shooting
back at me. It felt like proper show business. ‘Don’t go over forty miles an
hour,’ John said. ‘Got it,’ I replied, and it was only a half hour later,
distracted by the rig and the excitement, that I drove onto the freeway by
mistake. At high speed the sunshade acted like a wing, I could feel the lift – it
was either going to detach and kill a random passer-by or, best case scenario,
we would take off and travel to our destination by air. But we made it, and I
picked up Marty – the camera apparatus meant we couldn’t open the front
doors and had to crawl inside – and on the drive to Marty’s motel we chatted
in a friendly way as we filmed. In the motel room, I read him a letter from the
Church in which they declined to take part in my documentary.



Marty was polite enough, intelligent and self-possessed – in his fifties,
going grey, a little paunchy, he had the air of a high school basketball coach
whose life hasn’t gone to plan. He wore rumpled shirts with lots of pockets,
like a fly fisherman, though I can’t recall if he was wearing one that day, and
behind an apparently laid-back exterior was a contradictory figure: part
spiritual seeker, part backyard brawler.

John and I had agreed that, while we had no clear idea how the re-
enactments concept would develop, a first step would be to film – as Larry
had once proposed – a series of auditions for the role of David Miscavige,
with Marty sitting in and offering input and direction. The day after the chat
at the motel, at a studio in an anonymous stretch in the west of the city, we
sat in a windowless room for several hours as one by one thirty or so young
actors performed lines from the Scientology leader’s only network-TV
interview, on the American current-affairs programme Nightline in 1992.

In footage from the show, Miscavige – then around thirty-four years old,
with Vanilla Ice hair and shoulder pads – gives off a steely intensity as he
attempts to explain the basic concept of the Church – no easy task given the
vagueness and calculated mystery of its doctrine – and tries to quash
allegations of dirty tricks that had recently appeared in a Time cover story,
subtitled ‘The Cult of Greed’. ‘Scientology. The word means study of life,’
he says, with surprisingly broad unpolished Philadelphia vowels. ‘Study of
knowledge. And that’s what it is. It takes up all areas of life itself. Things that
are integral. Maxims that are related to life and very existence.’

Fresh-faced and vulnerable, several of them visibly nervous, the young
actors came across as touchingly eager to please, offering different reads,
placing their trust in us. They seemed to embody the age-old Hollywood
dream of making it and it wasn’t hard to imagine them as exactly the kind of
starry-eyed hopefuls that Scientology has traditionally sought to recruit, with
promises of show business connections and the prospect of becoming the
next Tom Cruise. From the off, Marty lit up and took control, feeding lines,
offering suggestions on how to embody the right level of contained rage and
righteousness.

He encouraged the actors to improvise foul-mouthed abuse, with either
him or me standing in to take it. ‘Get personal. Dress the guy down. Call him
a four-eyed son-of-a-bitch cocksucker. Louder.’ He told an actor to shove me
against a wall – it was oddly bracing – and could barely conceal his pleasure
at the spectacle of play-acted physical violence. ‘This is really good,’ he



muttered.
During all this, I also plied him with questions about his involvement in

the Church, how it was that he’d stayed in for so long and become an adjunct
to a regime that was so oppressive. What was it about the beliefs and about
Miscavige’s personality that had appealed to him? He described the
intoxicating danger of an all-encompassing religious vision, and there was a
piece of him that still tapped into that thrill of being part of a Spartan band of
holy warriors. All of this flowed naturally from the process of the auditions.

After that day, I was confident the re-enactments idea – though we didn’t
know where it was leading or how it would pay off – was a goer.



Holding e-meter cans during filming.

For the rest of that year, every few months, Marty would fly out to film
short sessions with our actors. As we became comfortable around each other,
we settled into a kind of 48 Hours-style double act. I was Eddie Murphy:
puckish and immature. He was Nick Nolte, the grizzled vet who was too old
for this shit. Still, he seemed to enjoy aspects of our time together. It was
clear he was obsessed with Scientology – and, in particular, David Miscavige
– and he enjoyed giving vent to his obsession.



‘Ultimately, it’s as if he literally, in his warped mind, is begging me to end
all this for him,’ he said. ‘He knows I’m the truth, man. And that is the
scariest thing in the world to him.’

Marty believed that it was his leaving, in 2004, that snapped Miscavige out
of an alleged spiral of abuse. He said it was possible that the secret base he
and Miscavige worked at could have ‘gone full Jonestown’ if Marty hadn’t
blown the whistle and spoken to the papers. He maintained that Miscavige
was obsessed with him. This may well have been true. It was documented
that a committed band of Scientologists had filmed and harassed Marty and
his wife for months on end after he left the Church. They called themselves
‘the squirrel busters’ and wore goofy hats with cameras on top of them. It
was commonly assumed they were operating on orders from Miscavige.

A part of Marty still viewed Scientology as valuable. He saw aspects of the
tech as therapeutic and insightful, and he seemed to pine for the world-saving
mission and the paramilitary dedication of the Sea Org; knocking heads,
pushing people around, shouting and motivating. In filming with our actors, it
was a little as though Marty had been gifted a small cult to imprint his
spiritual thinking upon.

A month or two after the Miscavige auditions we held another casting call
for the role of Tom Cruise. This time we enlisted the help of an ex-
Scientologist named Marc Headley – he’d been audited by Cruise when he
was still inside, living at the Church’s secret base in the California desert.
Then, with our Miscavige and Cruise now cast, we took them, and twelve or
so other young actors, and put them through a day of Scientology ‘drills’ on a
hot soundstage in an area of LA called Silverlake. This – we hoped – would
be a way of exploring what Scientologists actually do: how they instil the
ultra-disciplined, glazed-eyed attitude that is the hallmark of the true LRH
believer. But it was also something Marty had suggested – he presided over
the instruction – and the day turned out to be revealing not only for the
content of the teaching itself, which mainly involved taking turns staring at
each other in pairs and shouting abuse, but also for the way it led to an
unintended blow-up between Marty and me. He objected to my suggestion
that we follow Scientology protocol and applaud an imaginary portrait of
Hubbard at the end of the day. ‘I advise you guys not to do it,’ he said. ‘I’m
not participating in that shit.’ And walked off in a huff.

That Marty found me irritating created a helpful dynamic for the film and
prevented it becoming too cuddly. I tried not to take it personally, and



truthfully it wasn’t just about me. He would often say he was fed up with the
whole subject of Scientology and especially the world of anti-Scientology:
the usual suspects of the prominent critics making claims about abuse and
cult tactics. ‘I’ve graduated from Scientology. I’m done.’ His position
reminded me of William Shatner, in the famous comedy sketch that showed
him telling attendees at a Star Trek convention to ‘get a life’. Marty didn’t
want his existence defined by his time in the Church and resented the role
he’d been assigned as champion of the cause and official scourge of
Scientology. He’d recently remarried, and he and his wife had adopted a
young infant. The child seemed to represent a rebirth for Marty: a part of his
life that was untouched by anything to do with Scientology.

The Church pushback began not long after the first round of auditions with
Marty.

Mainly it came in the form of sheaves of legal correspondence from
Scientology lawyers. The gist of the letters was that I was a religious bigot;
that I was basing my reporting on unfounded allegations by a handful of
apostates; and would I do the same sort of reporting about the Archbishop of
Canterbury, Justin Welby? They heaped scorn on the idea of using Marty
Rathbun, a ‘disgruntled apostate’, to help cast our actor for the role of Pope
Dave. I had the impression they might be OK with our doing re-enactments if
we had a more suitable casting director, which was an unexpected
development – the idea that they might seriously think about coming on as
collaborators. But my main reaction was to wonder how they knew about the
auditions and the presence of Marty, and to speculate whether it was possible
we had a Scientology mole on our team.

I wrote back making the point that: 1) I wasn’t a religious bigot; 2) there
was an open invitation to any Scientologists who wished to speak to us and
help with casting; and 3) yes, I probably would do the same story about
Archbishop Justin Welby if he was dogged by multiple allegations of
physical assault and human trafficking.

This was all true as far as it went, although – with respect to the Welby
question – I had to acknowledge that Anglicanism probably was less
intriguing than a UFO religion with Tom Cruise and a secret base. Whether
it’s bigoted to find a sci-fi writer founding a religion in the mid-twentieth
century weirder than a Galilean preacher in the outer reaches of the Roman
Empire is, I guess, a matter of opinion.



I was ready to post the letter, when John, with his director’s hat on,
possibly thinking it might provoke a reaction and certainly mindful that it
was more visual than me popping it in a letterbox, had the idea of hand-
delivering a copy to someone at Scientology’s secret base. We were now a
couple of months into filming and while I had been reluctant to be seen to be
goading the church or trolling them – I kept thinking about where the line
was between reasonable journalism and gratuitous provocation – John and
Simon had a more pragmatic and ultimately more sensible view of the need
to proactively put ourselves in the Church’s crosshairs. We made the two-
hour drive through the desert and arrived at a collection of buildings just
visible behind trees that straddled a rural highway, with low walls at the edge
of the road and, around the perimeter, higher fences with razor wire and
floodlights. It all seemed normal enough, as alleged mind-bending secret cult
headquarters go; no groans or clanking chains were audible. There were
lawns and a golf course and all in all it could have been a very large high-end
rehab clinic and country club. Except maybe for the razor wire. And the
floodlights.

At the front there was a small gatehouse with a sentry and I went up to it,
peering in and mouthing, ‘I’ve got a letter!’ I couldn’t hear much back so I
tugged on the door and then the sentry tugged back – he seemed
discombobulated, or ‘enturbulated’ to use the Scientology word – so I backed
off, a little confused, and we drove down the highway to a small side road to
ponder our next move. It was here, a short while later, that a fierce-looking
middle-aged woman in dark glasses and a uniform of white shirt and slacks
drove up with a tall cameraman in tow. ‘This is not a public road,’ she said,
with some heat. ‘This is not a county road. This is our road . . . You now need
to leave.’

I protested that I was only trying to deliver a letter, to which the lady said
that I’d trespassed ‘several times’. I resented this – I don’t regard going up to
a gatehouse to deliver something as trespassing – and despite various
resolutions I’d made to remain respectful whatever transpired, a little part of
me now started to go a tiny bit John Sweeney. Not that I shouted, but I was
aware of no longer being calm and at one point, knowing it might irritate her,
I slipped into Scientologese. ‘I have not trespassed several times,’ I said.
‘Clear the word “several”!’ (‘Clear’ being a Scientology word for ‘Look up in
the dictionary.’)

There was some more back-and-forth, and the police arrived soon after,



having been called by the Scientologists. They were friendly enough – we
debated whether or not the road was public or which parts of it were – and a
little after that we left and drove back up to LA.

As the months passed, the need to plan a climactic scene of re-enactment
became more pressing and eventually late in the year we settled on a concept:
the most troubling allegations made by Marty and others were that Miscavige
had been physically abusive to his staff and, specifically, that he’d shut them
up, for months and possibly years, in a virtual prison known colloquially as
the Hole. It seemed natural that we should, with Marty’s help, depict the
Marty version of what the Hole might have been like.

It was towards the end of the year by this time. I’d moved back to London.
Meanwhile letters had been continuing to arrive from Scientology’s lawyers
– cc’ed to various senior people at the BBC – to the effect that I was an
unserious journalist, a tabloid provocateur and that the contributors I’d lined
up were disgruntled apostates, fantasists, who were kicked out of Scientology
for incompetence.

There had been a couple of further engagements with agents deployed by
Scientology. A glamorous European woman and a cameraman had appeared
outside the studio where we were filming one day. They were filming us
setting up from across the road but refused to identify themselves. ‘We’re just
making a documentary about beeble,’ she said, meaning ‘people’. I’d started
filming her with a Flip video camera and she’d run away. We had spent one
whole day being tailed by a car with smoked-out windows – almost certainly
a PI hired by Scientology lawyers. It was memorable, not just for the
weirdness of being followed in a creepy fashion by people in the employ of a
self-described religion supposedly dedicated to spreading peace,
understanding, and happiness (would Justin Welby do that?) but also because
we took elaborate measures to try to corner the driver where he or she had
momentarily parked so I could get out and interrogate whoever it was, and
when the moment came I messed up, stopped our car just a little too far back,
giving our tail enough space to slip away.

John and I, and our DP Will Pugh, went back and forth about where we
should shoot our Hole re-enactment, though we tended to agree that there was
a purity and logic about doing it in the desert close to the real Scientology
base. John suggested a recce of possible locations, and bringing Marty with
us, and maybe our ‘David Miscavige’, a talented young actor named Andrew



Perez. Since being cast, Andrew had gone method in his approach, devouring
books on the subject and he’d expressed an interest in making a visit to the
base, to get a feel for the place. We could kill two birds with one stone: scout
the desert and take Andrew on a Scientology field trip.

‘Well,’ I said. ‘If we’re going to do all this we should shoot it.’
And so Marty flew out from Texas again and we drove out to the desert

one last time – him and me and Andrew – with the crew filming as we went.
Marty was in a state of more or less on-going semi-grumpiness towards me

by this stage – possibly I’d asked him the same question four or five times
too many which is an occupational hazard of interviewing the same person
over the course of a year. He kept mentioning that everyone else’s questions
– the production assistants, the runners, the extras – were better than mine:
more spiritually informed and more acute. This was fine by me – drama is
conflict – though I did sometimes feel a little like his ill-treated and long-
suffering spouse, undermined and belittled, and told constantly how much
better he could do than me.

When we arrived at a spot not too far from the Base, an expanse of sand
and creosote bushes with bare brown mountains in the distance, Marty
pointed out, reasonably, that it looked nothing like the grounds of the
Scientology secret HQ, which had neat landscaped lawns and spreading trees.
Besides, he said, regarding the Hole, ‘It was all inside. So you could literally
recreate it anywhere . . . It’s going to be a logistics nightmare out here.’

We chatted a little more about the feel that we were looking for. ‘You’ve
got to create that claustrophobia,’ Marty said. ‘It’s a nondescript cheap-ass
sort of office set-up.’ Andrew and Marty ran some lines that Miscavige had
allegedly said, and then, with the light starting to go, Andrew and I drove a
few miles down the road to the Base, the same spot where we’d had the
police called on us before. It was dark when we got there. In the months since
I’d last been there a gate had been erected, but we’d done some research and
double-checked with the local authorities that the road was open to the
public, which it was. We even had a filming permit. We climbed over, and
we were by the fence when security lights started going on and off. The
action of the lights was slightly spooky: they didn’t seem to be motion-
activated and I wondered if we were being filmed by hidden cameras. Still,
they had the side benefit of allowing us to see more clearly.

Then a loud commanding male voice rang out from the main road, ‘You
guys are trespassing. You need to leave or I’m calling the cops.’



We headed back up to our vehicle and that’s when I saw the same woman,
once again accompanied by a tall man holding a small camera.

‘The road’s closed. You’re trespassing. You need to leave,’ she said.
‘Apparently it’s a public road,’ I replied and waved a copy of the filming

permit.
‘No it isn’t.’
‘And we have a—’
‘No, you don’t. See that thing that says “Road Closed”? What’s your

name? Lewis? Loo-ee? Are you so stupid that you can’t see the sign that says
“Road Closed”? Do you know what a road means? It’s closed.’

By now I knew the woman’s name – Catherine Fraser – and I began using
it liberally, hoping it might irritate her.

‘Catherine, Catherine. What is the issue here? We don’t want to cause you
any upset, Catherine.’

‘I don’t want him filming me,’ she said. ‘Tell him to stop.’
‘But you’re filming me,’ I pointed out.
‘Tell him to stop,’ she repeated.
‘You tell him to stop and I’ll tell him to stop,’ I said. This was a bluff. If

she’d agreed, I would have been in trouble, given filming was the express
purpose of my being there.

‘Catherine, my deep desire is to speak to someone from the Sea Org,’ I
said. ‘This is good. Let’s just keep the conversation going.’

She retreated to her car but her cameraman stayed outside, filming me. I
got out my trusty Flip digital recorder. It was too dark to see anything in the
viewfinder but I figured it might intimidate him. Then I intoned: ‘Are you
making a documentary too? And if so, who is your one for?’ But no answer
came back and so we just filmed wordlessly, in the dark and lit only by the
crew car’s headlights and the sweeping beams of the cars passing us on the
road.

When the time came to film the scene of the Hole re-enactment, there was a
part of me that was amazed we’d got to the end without Marty bailing. A few
weeks earlier, I’d been trying to think up other ideas for our little team of
actors to re-enact and my mind had turned to allegations of physical abuse
that involved the Sea Org members running around trees for hours in the hot
desert. It was part of a drill created by Hubbard – the ‘Cause Resurgence
Rundown’ – that had allegedly been turned into a punishment by Miscavige.



I had suggested this in an email to Marty.
‘You running around a tree with actors, I guess, tells me where you are

going,’ he replied. ‘It is where I have expressed repeated concerns about – let
us do our all to be as entertaining as possible by clowning. As I have
explained to you on numerous occasions (I am sure providing you with miles
of great footage of entertaining impatience and frustration), to John from the
outset, and even to Simon two and nearly one-half years ago, I don’t really
want to participate in such a project – let alone devote, what, five or six out-
of-town weekends to it while raising an infant. I am rethinking whether the
December trip is worth anyone’s while.’

John had had to step in and send some long pacifying email to smooth
Marty’s feathers.

Marty had also experienced a nasty Scientology encounter at the airport
one afternoon – after doing some filming with us – when three Scientology
executives had showered him with weird abuse. The Church later tried to
claim that the executives had been there by chance and that Marty had first
abused them, though I found that a little hard to believe. Marty filmed some
of the encounter on his primitive mobile phone. Smudgy digital images
showed two men and a woman in executive dress: ‘You’re a loser!’ the
woman said. ‘You’re nothing! Why don’t you stop committing suppressive
acts and live a real life?’ It was a surreal display: the naked antagonism in the
name of spirituality and ethics.

Marty uploaded the video to his blog. It went viral. For a while the
satisfaction of having a hit video seemed to quell some of Marty’s
disgruntlement towards me and the project. But that soon passed and instead
he came to see it as a side effect of his doing our film – which it probably
was – and then by extension to resent me for, in a roundabout way, fomenting
the trolling and making his life miserable in order to generate material for the
film.

We had brought back our little band of actors one final time – including
Andrew our Miscavige and our Tom Cruise – and rendezvoused at a West
Hollywood studio where a set had been created: a cheap-looking conference
room interior, little more than chairs and a table and a window with bars, and
an easel with a flipchart. Marty had written a rough script, and the day started
with him presiding over a bull session in which he explained the background
to the scene: the Hole, how it had worked, how he had been sent there and
how he had reached his breaking point. He also described the particular day



that the script depicted – when Marty had (allegedly) seen Miscavige beat up
his friend Tom DeVocht, causing Marty to make the decision to flee.

When the time came to do a take, Andrew Perez, our Miscavige actor,
went full curtain-chewing loco, delivering a freewheeling rant based on
Marty’s words, pushing subordinates around, hurling abuse. ‘Get down! Lick
the fucking floor! You fucking mental midgets! You fucking degraded beings
don’t get shit done!’ At one point he grabbed the leg of the flipchart easel and
smashed it on the table, causing it to shatter into a thousand pieces – for a
moment I worried he might have put out somebody’s eye. ‘How do you
handle an SP. You handle him roughly, OK?’

‘That was a command performance,’ Marty said afterwards. ‘It was as if he
was channelling that guy.’ John came down to congratulate the actors. I
asked if he thought we needed another take. ‘Uh, no,’ he said, looking as
though I must be mad. ‘There’s a guy in the control room who actually
seemed quite disturbed.’ Maybe he was worried about Andrew smashing
another leg. Either way, there was for a few minutes a feeling of relief that
we’d done the main job of work we were supposed to do – that it had
revealed something about the creed that Marty had espoused and advanced
for so many years – and more than that, if true, the existence of the Hole was
arguably an expression of something inside Scientology itself: a logical
consequence of the most extreme form of its totalizing worldview and
fanatical intensity.

I was wrapped up in these thoughts when I happened to wander outside to
find Marty in conversation with two older guys with white hair and beards
who looked like Kenny Rogers and his session bassist.

‘What’s an SP like you doing in a place like this?’ ‘Kenny’ said to Marty.
‘How much is the BBC paying you?’ said Kenny’s friend.
‘Between the foster care and what the BBC is paying you, is that enough

for you to cover your nut?’ Kenny asked. ‘Do you get paid enough for the
foster care?’

Scientologists have a gift for pushing people’s buttons. In fact, you could
argue the most compelling evidence that Hubbard may have been onto
something is how effective they are at causing people anguish: John Sweeney
losing his shit during filming; me by the side of the road. And now, Marty,
with the mention of his son.

They turned and left. Marty looked shaken.
‘This is really sick, man,’ he said. ‘None of these things just happen. David



Miscavige had to direct this. He scripted it and he directed it.’
‘We probably shouldn’t tell the actors what happened,’ I said. ‘It might

upset them.’
‘Welcome to my life, Louis. I have to live this life where I can’t really

share what happens to me on a day-to-day basis. We can’t make friends. It’s
very difficult to say, “Hey, come on over for a barbecue, but realize you
might be being surveilled and it might be going into the archive of the most
pernicious, dangerous cult the Western world has known for the last fifty
years.” ’

I’ve thought a lot about what I did next. I’m still not sure whether it was
right or wrong. I chose this moment of Marty’s vulnerability to bring up his
misdeeds in the Church. ‘You ran private investigators,’ I said. ‘Some of
these techniques were things you did to other people.’

Marty paused and looked away.
‘You’re so wrong,’ he said. ‘It never even crossed my mind to think about

bringing a person’s child into something.’
‘You had PIs pretending to be people’s friends while secretly—’
Marty was now wandering off, seemingly in disgust.
‘Isn’t that a fact?’ I said.
He stopped and turned. ‘You’re a fuckin’ asshole. That’s a fact,’ he said.

‘Fuck you.’
Almost immediately I felt bad at how startled and betrayed he looked at

my questions. He paused now, clearly angry and upset.
‘You know, I’m sitting here having my child brought into this thing and

you want to make me defend myself?’ he said. ‘Fuck yourself.’
‘OK, I consider myself fucked,’ I said. ‘I don’t know what to say now.’
‘This is really offensive. I’m really fuckin’ offended by it. I’m telling you I

have no life. I can’t even make friendships. I am unemployable. And you
start giving me this shit?’

Then we stood in silence for a bit, there on the pavement outside the
studio.

We filmed one or two more scenes: our David Miscavige playing
backgammon with our Tom Cruise (we figured, having cast a Tom Cruise,
we needed to use him in something); a final triumphalist oration by our David
Miscavige, taken from a speech he gave at a Scientology gala in 2004.

But in that moment with Marty, after he’d been emotionally ambushed by



the two Scientologists, I was confident we had an ending and, therefore, a
film.



Chapter 29

The Fart

When they raised the baby’s head, tiny, cross-faced and smeared like a
bagel in what looked like cream cheese and jam, I glanced at Nancy and
could only think, We’re not doing this again.

He’d arrived after a harrowing C-section one October afternoon at St
Mary’s Hospital in Paddington. Nancy looked half-dead afterwards, as pale
as a vampire; the procedure had been delayed and delayed for mysterious
reasons – we’d felt like passengers whose flight keeps getting pushed back,
the same sense of boredom and impotence, though with an admixture of fear.
Then when it was going on, there was a worrying atmosphere of hushed
urgency, and muttered conferences, vital signs were dipping, and my mind
naturally went to the worst-case scenario and I cursed myself for the
foolhardiness we’d shown in taking Nancy through the blood-letting of
another round of life creation.

Getting to term had been a trial. Two had ended in miscarriage. There were
tears on a weekend away in Yosemite. We’d been through nothing like that
before. The language of grief and the social forms I was versed in didn’t
seem adequate to the occasion. The sadness was completely private, between
us, and even I – if I’m honest – didn’t really understand what she was going
through. It still seemed abstract to me, whereas to Nancy the babies had
already become real.

Seven months into a new pregnancy we moved back to London, thinking it
made sense to be close to family, arriving back in our old house in Harlesden
to find the area had perked up a bit. The high street had been pedestrianized.
A Specsavers and a Subway had opened up. Then came a Holland & Barrett.
When Costa Coffee arrived in 2015 it felt a little like something magical was
happening. A Costa? We hadn’t dared to dream we’d see the day. We were



literally in a land flowing with milk and not honey but reasonably enjoyable
coffee with a publicly accessible toilet. It might not seem like much, but to
have some kind of recognized national chains felt like the green shoots of a
comeback. There were still itinerant bands of street drinkers and shuffling
medicated men emanating from halfway houses, but now they were sharing
the pavements with young families sipping lattes. It was a mixed blessing,
since many of the new arrivals seemed to avoid the local shops, treating the
area like a bedroom community, but it was also a welcome addition to the
mix – ‘Music and Movement with Little Beep Beeps’, Bouncy Castles on
Friday at the Willesden Sport Centre . . . Even the ‘Pound Man’, a hyper-
aggressive local cadger, was no longer in evidence (months later, I ran into
him during a carol service in Wormwood Scrubs prison).

Being plunged back into baby mode was both wonderful and bizarre – a
kind of regression to a previous life stage. In my mind, I compared it to going
back to primary school as a grown man, the closest I’ve ever come to time
travel. This time, though, we had Albert and Fred – the two big boys – so we
were in a sense straddling time zones. They more than anyone had been
excited to visit him – baby Walter – and just about managed to conceal their
disappointment to find him, in those early days, a squeaking and floppy
creature, an overgrown grub, blinking and squinting with unfocused eyes,
who woke them in the night.

Alas, I’d sold a lot of our old baby paraphernalia on eBay – which Nancy
liked to bring up, as though I’d passed up a chance to snag a priceless
Mondrian at a junkshop or buy shares in Apple in 1976. So I had to re-buy
everything: baby-change table, crib, sterilizer. Miraculously the baby monitor
still worked. The first few months were a cascade of moments of recognition,
each with its own emotional cue: will he feed? Why is he crying? When did
he last poo? Why won’t he nap? What’s wrong with the fasteners on this
baby-grow? Is he teething? Does this look like a rash? HOLD HIS HEAD!
Burping and winding. Swaddling. Creeping around the house, putting him
down so gently it was like doing bomb disposal, and the heart-stopping
feeling of being stalked by random noises – is he awake? Third time out, we
were lazy, overmanned by the other children, and all about the path of least
resistance: dummies if he cried, let him eat what he likes, put him down when
he feels like it and let him climb in with us if need be – let’s just relax and
enjoy our farewell tour of babyland.

Somewhere around this time Nancy reminded me that I had agreed I’d



only make programmes in the UK. I had no recollection of saying this, but it
was definitely true that I’d campaigned for a third baby so I had a certain
obligation to make myself available.

I had my doubts about doing UK shows. From the earliest days, I’d
suspected that a certain amount of culture clash was an intrinsic element of
the formula. Other than the celebrity programmes, I had never made a
documentary in the UK – or never successfully, since there had been a couple
of abortive starts. Was I still seen as a TV piss-taker? Was my brand toxic to
contributors? Occasionally I’d recall a story in the Arabian Nights called
‘The Historic Fart’ about a man who breaks wind noisily at his wedding.
He’s so embarrassed he flees the city. Ten years later, he feels he may have
served out his exile and returns with a little trepidation and finds himself in
the market place, where to his dismay, the very first conversation he
overhears is a recollection of his now-legendary flatulence.

And what about me? Were my farts still at the forefront of people’s minds?

Forced to engage more seriously with UK ideas, my mind turned to subject
areas that exist in a more extreme form in the UK than in the US. From there
it was a short hop to Islamic fundamentalism. I spent several months reading,
and watching videos of so-called hate preachers. The soi-disant caliphate of
Isis was in its considerable heyday around that time. The reports of life
regimented according to strict eighth-century Islamic practice, with brutal
punishments, and taxes on Christians, and slaves, was reminiscent of The
Pursuit of the Millennium by Norman Cohn, which I still hadn’t read, or
millenarian sects described in histories of the English Civil War. I
downloaded issues of Dabiq – Isis’s English language propaganda magazine
– marvelling at its marriage of up-to-date desktop-publishing software and
medieval theology. It featured full-colour photos of a Syrian air-pilot being
burned to death in a cage – alongside numerous paragraphs of references to
religious authorities that looked, to the outside eye, rigorously footnoted and
sourced. Another issue ran an almost Smash Hits-style Q&A with the
captured pilot before death.

I wasn’t seriously thinking of visiting the area – too dangerous – but I
wondered about meeting the nexus of UK Isis supporters. Among the most
visible British Isis advocates was Anjem Choudary. As a student of medicine
at the University of Southampton, he’d gone by the name Andy and had a
reputation as a party boy – a famous easily googleable photo shows him



laughing in front of a table laden with beers next to a copy of the men’s
magazine Mayfair. But later, after graduating, he’d fallen under the influence
of the preacher Omar Bakri Muhammad and embraced a violent
interpretation of the Koran. He’d pop up on Fox News and Channel 4,
evangelizing – in a way that was oddly bland and legalistic – for a wholly
Islamic sharia-based government in the UK.

When it came to trying to pin him down for filming, Anjem proved
elusive. He’d talk to our AP, seem flattered by our attentions, then go quiet
for weeks. Once or twice he notified us at the last minute of the locations of
his weekly street ministries – where he did ‘dawah’. One Sunday, in the
shadow of the City of London skyscrapers, we turned up to find his ragtag
band of street preachers handing out leaflets to a bemused multicultural
public, alternately preaching at them and berating the many hecklers. We got
almost nothing usable out of the encounter. During our only significant
conversation, Anjem fired questions at me while a minion or colleague
filmed us. They put the conversation up on YouTube, editing out most of my
answers.

A few days after that, an associate of Anjem’s, Abu Baraa, which means
‘father of innocence’, invited us to speak to him at his community centre.
Abu Baraa was a little younger than me, of Pakistani heritage – he’d been
born Mizanur Rahman and grew up in London. He appeared thoughtful and
intelligent, explaining in mild tones that we’d fallen prey to Western
propaganda in our view of the Caliphate: yes, there were ‘beatings’ of
wrongdoers but we had to understand they weren’t being hit very hard;
‘slaves’ was a misnomer, he said, and you couldn’t rape your slaves anyway,
they had to consent to sex; and besides, he continued, didn’t we have slaves
in the UK? Weren’t the people locked up in prison ‘in bondage’ as slaves?

He went on the attack, asking what was the foundation of my supposed
moral outlook? How did I distinguish right from wrong? If I did not look to
the Koran or the Bible, what was the framework by which I judged actions?
Suddenly I was on the back foot. I thought about saying, ‘I’m asking the
questions,’ and dodging the debate but at the time I felt the ballsier move was
to belly up and engage – make a case for a rational system of values founded
in 2,000 years of philosophy, ethics, the Enlightenment – but I was struggling
to do it cogently. I heard myself appealing to a Western liberal tradition,
human rights, opposition to torture and capital punishment, but it was all
pretty vague and the moment I invoked the idea of ‘the West’ I was aware I



was already on thin ice. ‘Who gets to decide?’ he kept saying. ‘So it’s
Western civilization is it? The West decides?’ Afterwards my director Jamie
Pickup told me: ‘You got owned.’

When filming prospects are looking unpromising, I can usually salve my
concerns if there is at least one contributor I feel positive about – someone
compelling and different. And here there was: an Irishman named Khalid
Kelly. He had been a nurse, named Terry Kelly, in Saudi Arabia. Imprisoned
on a drinking-related offence, he’d converted behind bars, becoming
increasingly radical after he was released. He was now back living in Ireland
and his soft lilt of an accent and his amiable manner made a striking contrast
with his radical views. All the signifiers were at loggerheads with the usual
image of the jihadi – he sounded like he should be sharing a Guinness and
talking up the craic to be had in Dingle. Alas, after showing some interest in
our project at first, as time went on Khalid Kelly got cold feet, possibly for
fear that he could get locked up for ‘glorifying terrorism’.

And there was a second stumbling block with UK ideas: there seemed to
be three other documentary crews chasing all the stories we were interested
in. The tiny handful of Islamists we might have been able to film with were
already involved with other producers, who would whisper in their ears in
self-interested fashion that they shouldn’t do any other publicity. For a while
we pursued leads among Muslims advocating a conservative non-jihadi brand
of Islam. I became interested in a YouTuber and Islamic provocateur who
called himself Dawah Man, real name Imran Ibn Mansur. One of his videos
was entitled ‘Would atheists drink their dad’s sperm?’ I liked the cheekiness
of his delivery – he came across like a Muslim Ali G and professed to have
been, at one time, a rapper on the verge of huge success. But even he didn’t
want to tango with me.

Gradually, without the realistic prospect of contributors, the story withered
and died. Abu Baraa and Anjem were locked up on convictions for
advocating terrorism. They each got five years. Another man in their circle
who I’d seen at the dawah in east London – Abu Izzadeen, born in Hackney
as Trevor Green – was arrested on a train in Hungary, presumably attempting
to migrate to Isis. A year after we were in touch, in November 2016, Khalid
Kelly blew himself up in a suicide attack on Iraqi troops during the Battle of
Mosul.

I regret that we weren’t able to make that film on radical Islam. It feels like
a gap – a lacuna in my oeuvre (and no one likes one of those). I’ve done



programmes on extreme Christians, ultra-nationalist Jewish Israelis, white
supremacists and black supremacists, but nothing on the most polarizing
religious topic de nos jours – the threat, or alleged threat, posed by violent
Islamism. In the end, it was a failure of trust. The atmosphere was so
heightened – the fear of being locked up in the UK for ‘glorifying terrorism’,
the sense of suspicion of outsiders – as to make it impossible. A few months
later the other crews’ efforts aired: Jamie Roberts’ The Jihadis Next Door;
Peter Beard’s My Son the Jihadi and one or two others. As powerful and
well-made as they were, even in them there was a vague sense of distance – a
lack of intimacy – with the central element of the phenomenon, the home
lives of the violent jihadis themselves, slightly missing.

In a practical spirit of thinking about shows we could actually make, I began
work on a film about alcohol. Years earlier I’d seen Rain in My Heart, Paul
Watson’s harrowing documentary that follows the end stages of several
severely addicted drinkers: two or three of them died during the course of
filming and there is an unforgettable scene of a young man in his bedroom
who necks an entire glass of red wine and then promptly vomits it back up
again. ‘Wouldn’t sipping, if you have to have a drink—?’ comes Paul
Watson’s voice from behind the camera. ‘I don’t sip,’ says the young man,
with a perverse pride.

My director, Tom Barrow, and AP, Grace Hughes-Hallett, secured access
to the liver unit of King’s College Hospital in south-east London. For weeks
they hung about, meeting the hospital’s regulars. The recce process dragged
on and on. The people who would agree to be filmed tended to be street
drinkers – homeless older men – who, it was felt, would give a false sense of
the nature of the problem: keeping it at a safe remove. Our contributors
should be proxies of the audience: this could be you. One day in August,
having just arrived back from a family holiday in America, my series
producer called to say the team had found a young man they liked and we
should film.

Thirty-one-years old, an academic administrator, Joe Walker had been
found collapsed in a street by a stranger and brought to A&E. He was four
days into his detox when I met him: lying in bed, battered by his recent
dissipation, with weird bruising on his legs and a cut above his eye.

‘That’s never happened before,’ he said in a shaky voice, looking at his
legs. ‘It’s quite frightening.’



The nurse in charge of detox asked if he could walk and he hobbled around
for a minute or so with the help of a stick.

‘Definitely ataxia,’ the nurse said.
‘It started with a bottle of vodka a day,’ Joe told me. ‘Then it went up to

two bottles of vodka a day.’
He’d been four and a half years sober. Then he’d been turned down for a

job and gone through a break-up. ‘I just thought “Sod it” and went for it.’
Joe became our central character. We filmed him intermittently over

several months and alongside him a handful of other characters who appeared
in the finished film – a big, soft-spoken South African called Pieter; a French
and West African sometime waitress named Aurelie; an old-school Londoner
and antiques dealer called Stuart.

Several weeks into filming, after he’d been released from hospital, I called
on Joe at his flat above a parade of shops in Denmark Hill. He was doing
well, on the wagon and looking for work. We talked about his life and his
upbringing. He showed me some photos of trips he’d taken, including one to
Australia – in the picture he was sunburned at the wheel of a boat; and in
another, dressed in a red jumpsuit getting ready to go skydiving. ‘I was out
pissing it up, quite frankly,’ he said, and mentioned a girlfriend he’d been
horrible to through his drinking. There were books and CDs on his shelves
that reminded me of my own tastes or the tastes of someone like me, a copy
of Goliath by Max Blumenthal and the music of Nick Drake, and the feeling
of similarity was only reinforced when I discovered he’d played Sky
Masterson in a school production of Guys and Dolls – the only musical I
think I can say I know almost all the words to, other than Jesus Christ
Superstar. We sang ‘Luck Be A Lady’ together.

A few weeks after that, word came that he was drinking again. We entered
a weird phase of production, aware that he was homeless and vulnerable, but
unsure of exactly how we should attempt to tell his story. It would have felt
strange and wrong to film him on the streets but he didn’t seem to want to
reach out to his friends and family. Off camera, my director Tom encouraged
Joe to seek services, both for his own good, and also because we knew it was
our best chance of getting a useable scene. And in fact, by a stroke of luck, a
week or so into this phase, we happened to be at the hospital shooting a
different sequence when we heard that Joe was in A&E, inebriated and
behaving erratically, demanding and then refusing treatment. I found him
outside on a front wall of the hospital on Denmark Hill, bruised and bloody,



shirtless, wearing an overcoat. His hands were shaking so much he couldn’t
hold his cigarette. With one of the A&E doctors, a young woman, I helped
him inside, into a small room, where he lay down on a hospital bed. His body
was racked with the pain of withdrawal. He was buffeted by the craving for
more alcohol, pricked by thoughts of lost loves, and almost crazed with self-
pity.

‘You’ve actually been to see us three times in the last twenty-four hours,’
the doctor said. ‘What are you hoping we might be able to do?’

‘Detox,’ Joe said, and hiccupped.
Then, after she’d gone, he asked, ‘Can I have some Lucozade?’ He looked

frightened and awestruck, as though it was taking every reserve of strength to
make the request. I went and got some from a vending machine. When I got
back he was lying down, groaning, in his dirty pink jumper. His head
wobbled as he drank.

‘How are you feeling?’ I asked.
‘Withdrawing very heavily,’ he said. ‘It’s like I’m dying as a person.’
‘What was it that triggered you?”
‘My ex. Wouldn’t talk to me.’ He paused, then said, with utter

hopelessness, ‘The most beautiful girl I’ve ever seen.’ He lay back, closed his
eyes and gave a series of heaving bronchial sobs.

I wasn’t sure what to say or do, but knew he needed to hear something to
boost his morale. Absurdly, I heard myself ask: ‘Do you want some
Lucozade?’ Then I said: ‘You can get back on track.’

‘No, I can’t, I think this is endgame.’
There was a pause. He looked at me. ‘You must hate me,’ he said.
I hadn’t seen this coming. ‘No,’ I replied. ‘No! What a strange thing to

say.’
He brightened. ‘Do you like me?’
‘Of course I like you.’
The doctor and the detox nurse came back in to say that they’d agreed to

admit Joe for another extended treatment, though they had some misgivings
based on his pattern of coming and going. ‘It’s actually quite neurologically
dangerous, Joe, to keep on detoxing someone. But obviously we’re very
happy to help this time.’

‘Thank you,’ Joe said with an air of performed sincerity. I assumed it was
performed because he was having trouble holding himself together and was
trying to converse appropriately but then, almost as soon as the doctor and



nurse had left, Joe announced he was off. ‘I just want to get a bottle of vodka
and go to Ruskin Park.’ I was a little shocked at the idea that, having just
been admitted, he was now leaving again. I tried to dissuade him but he
slipped past me, heading outside – for a moment he was forestalled by
another nurse who spotted him and escorted him back – but then he was off
again, making his way out into the crowds of the High Street, like a balloon
wafting into the sky, watched by me and the doctor who’d been helping him.

We stood looking on with a sense of sad impotence – he had blown it, the
doctor turned to go inside – and that was when he reappeared, with a bottle in
his hands.

‘It’s only Perrier,’ he said when he reached us. ‘I didn’t drink anything.’
We followed him inside again. This time he stayed.
Afterwards I reflected on how uncomfortable it had been, filming Joe in

the depth of his crisis. The awfulness of his addiction and not knowing how
to help. I thought about how much easier it would have been if he’d had a
girlfriend or parent with him who would have been the lightning rod for his
emotional outreach. I wasn’t sure how to be a friend to Joe in his moment of
need, nor whether it was appropriate to try to be one. I was also aware how
inadequate my expressions of support sounded. Do you want some more
Lucozade?



With Joe Walker, a few months after filming Drinking to Oblivion.

And yet, later when I watched it, I realized my discomfort and impotence
were what gave the scene its power. My awkwardness, the Lucozade, were
both embarrassing and ludicrous but also eloquent expressions of what many
feel when confronted with addiction.

When the film came out, titled Drinking to Oblivion, it seemed to touch
people in a different way than other documentaries I’d done. I wondered if it
was because it took place in Britain. It was – literally and figuratively –
closer to home. But my deeper secret was that it had also meant something
more to me. As a British person, a south Londoner, I’d come home and been
able to make a programme close to where I’d gone to school; where my Mum
had grown up; where my grandparents had met and married.

It felt like a very personal sort of vindication. I’d served out a sentence.
My farts were forgotten after all.



Chapter 30

Programme Six

The idea of a programme revisiting the subject of Jimmy Savile – so long
deferred, so feared at the channel, and so fraught with difficulty for me –
became real in late 2015.

It was now year four in the Savile Disclosures Calendar, and the cultural
landscape bore the imprint of everything that had followed from Jimmy’s
unmasking. An investigation had been set up by the police – Operation
Yewtree – and a host of beloved, and not-so-beloved, TV and radio
personalities had been rounded up. There would, in the end, be nineteen
arrests – of DJs, actors, musicians – with around half resulting in prosecution,
and seven eventual convictions. Most saw it as a necessary rectification of a
historic injustice – the failure to listen to and hear victims and reassure them
that their accounts of abuse and assault would be taken seriously – though
there were also increasingly elements in the media and in the country that
viewed the entire process as a witch hunt, an attempt to apply a present-
minded moral framework to a more louche and free-spirited era, fuelled by
compensation claims and a frenzied tabloid culture, whose resources would
be better spent chasing up-to-date cases.

Either way, the post-Yewtree reality was the new normal. Rolf Harris,
Stuart Hall, Gary Glitter were all in prison; the DJ Dave Lee Travis had
received a three-month sentence suspended for two years. The world had
moved so fast that it was hard to recall that as recently as 2005 Rolf had
painted a portrait of the Queen, from life, as part of her eightieth birthday
celebrations. The BBC had filmed it for an hour-long documentary, called
The Queen, by Rolf, and the portrait had been lampooned for its rendering of
the royal smile, which showed her teeth on display in a rictus that recalled a
silverback readying for battle.



Such painterly misdeeds were once the worst Rolf could expect in the way
of publicity. Now he sat in HMP Bullingdon for historic sex crimes.

It had been a strange cultural moment to live through: exciting, salutary, a
little voyeuristic, in certain respects confusing, and occasionally – for those,
like me, cursed with a tendency to worry over moral wrinkles and hypocrisies
– troubling. Certainly I took the view that it could only be a good thing for
men and women who’d been assaulted to finally get some measure of justice;
that a more enlightened and clear-sighted attitude to the reality of sexual
exploitation was now prevailing.

But I also had concerns about the erosion of due process. Ageing
politicians and civil servants had been hounded on flimsy or non-existent
legal pretexts. Some stars had been kept in legal limbo for months while the
police chased paper-thin allegations. At the apex of the panic about sex pests
in high places, the police had announced that the allegations of a man known
pseudonymously as ‘Nick’ were ‘credible and true’. ‘Nick’ turned out to be
Carl Stephen Beech, a shameless compensation hunter and paedophile, who –
as I write this – has just been sentenced to eighteen years in prison for
perverting the course of justice. But in 2015 his tales of stabbings and
stranglings of children involving Leon Brittan and the MP Harvey Proctor
were – unbelievably – being taken seriously and used as the basis for a
credulous and expensive police follow-up.

Max Clifford, my old sparring partner, had been arrested only a few months
into the new era, in December 2012 – Savile Disclosures Year 1.

In the years since we’d made our programme there had already been some
surprising revelations. His wife Liz had died of cancer, and afterwards he had
outed himself in a profile in the Observer as a long-time frequenter of
swinging parties. He’d amplified the account in a ghosted autobiography,
Read All About It. He’d been a ‘ringmaster’ at the parties, he wrote, or ghost-
wrote, ‘a role I like to have in many aspects of my life.’ If anything it helped
to explain why he’d been so quick to believe that the Hamiltons might have
attended a sex party in Ilford.

‘I was too greedy to be faithful,’ he continued. ‘Almost anything went,
including having two girls at a time. Having sex with girlfriends’ mothers and
watching others have sex.’ He described tricking a girl into sex with a friend
who was a plumber by telling her he was someone important in show
business – seeming to view this as a blow for social justice and a fitting



punishment for being over-interested in celebrity. The prank – if you can call
it that – reminded me of the same qualities of insensitivity and the need for
control I’d noticed during our filming,

Then, after the Savile revelations, he’d gone on TV to make a plea for an
indulgent view of stars’ sexual indiscretions. Celebrities were ‘frightened to
death’, he’d said.

‘All kinds of things went on,’ he’d gone on. ‘And I do mean young girls
throwing themselves at them in their dressing rooms, at concert halls, at gigs,
whatever . . . They never really asked for anybody’s birth certificate, and they
were young lads.’

Among the ‘young lads’, presumably, Max had included himself, though
he’d been in his forties when several of the allegations took place. His fall
was precipitous and complete, and because of our association I took a more
than usual interest.

At trial, one woman described how as a seventeen-year-old she’d visited
him for career advice. Max had told her to remove her dress in his office. The
assault took place while Max was on the phone to his wife. Even stranger, he
had wanted the victim to accompany him to a dinner so that she could
masturbate him under the table as he sat next to his wife.

Several times, according to accounts given in court, he’d impersonated
James Bond producer Cubby Broccoli and Stephen Spielberg in order to
create an illusion of power and influence.

Max denied everything, writing off his seven accusers as ‘fantasists and
opportunists’. Friends from the world of celebrity – Pauline Quirke, Des
O’Connor – testified to his tireless charity work, as though good works were
incompatible with being a sexual predator. He would still be attempting to
have his convictions overturned when he died.

As the Yewtree juggernaut trundled on, with the idea of a Savile revisit
apparently off the table due to continuing nervousness at the channel, I’d
encouraged the team to explore the general subject area of old-school
entertainers and allegations of historic sexual abuse. It seemed a natural
subject for us – the queasy cocktail of cold-blooded exploitation,
transactional sex, and the lines between the two.

But having put out some approaches, we got not much back. Surprise
surprise. Being – as they saw it – railroaded for dimly remembered gropes
decades earlier was not a subject the investigated and arrested stars were in a



rush to spill their guts about on national TV.
The only celebrity who showed signs of cooperating was the impresario

and sometime TV presenter Jonathan King. King had been convicted of
multiple accounts of historic sex offences in 2001. In a way, he’d been the
Ur-Savile, a show-business star-maker and eccentric who’d used his celebrity
cachet and an instinct for vulnerability to prey on vulnerable boys. He’d been
released on parole in 2015. But King had already featured in two
documentaries – both of them forensic and compelling, one by Jon Ronson,
another by Nick Hornby. In both he’d expressed his view that he’d done
nothing wrong, an opinion he was entitled to, but expressed himself with
such callowness and lack of introspection that he did his case no favours. The
idea of another documentary put me in mind of the fate of the corpse of
Oliver Cromwell, exhumed in 1660, two years after his death, so it could be
hanged.

Around this time, a new BBC2 controller was appointed – Kim
Shillinglaw. It was strange to reflect that she was the sixth I’d served under.
When a new one came in, I had the feeling of being seen like a smelly cat that
came with the house. One or two people said, ‘She really liked that autism
film you did.’ I wondered if that meant it was the only programme of mine
she’d seen.

One afternoon I was invited up to the seventh floor of New Broadcasting
House, the BBC HQ on London’s Portland Place, to meet her. There was a
time when my bosses were from an older generation, I thought when I saw
her. But we were around the same age – she was, by the standards of British
television, rather glamorous. We talked about some of the ideas my team
were working on. Alcohol. Another about brain injury. The perennial subject
of celebrities came up, whether there could ever be another When Louis Met .
. . I made as if to take the idea seriously. Julian Assange. Blah blah. Nigel
Farage. Ha ha! Then, with the same lack of expectation of someone
checking the coin return of a random pay phone for loose change, I
mentioned the idea of doing something on Jimmy Savile.

‘It’s very strange having known him personally, and realizing this side was
hidden from you,’ I said. ‘It feels a little like being friendly with Jack the
Ripper. It’s hard to square the two parts of him and I wonder if that’s partly
how he got away with it.’

To my surprise she said to go for it.
A slightly weird interim followed. Production on a particular film doesn’t



go into high gear until the series producer hires a director. My seniors at the
BBC mooted various candidates, including one friend and contemporary
whose reaction to the idea when I spoke to him on the phone was resolutely
negative.

‘We know how Savile got away with it,’ he said. ‘He intimidated
vulnerable people and he charmed those in power. What else is there to say?’

I made my case that he’d become a figure of such grotesquery that we
were in danger of making him not quite real, which carried its own risks:
firstly, in not telling the whole truth, and secondly, by extension, making it
harder to spot Saviles of the future (which, incidentally, would be a good
name for an avant-garde band, especially if they weren’t looking to get many
bookings). I tried to hint at the need for an understanding of the case that
went beyond a simplistic view of perfect victims and perfect perpetrator. I
mentioned the existence of victims of Jimmy’s who had, in some cases, been
friends or quasi-friends. There were many facets to the case that were less
clear-cut and might allow a fuller understanding of how abuse takes place.

And what about the consequences of his crimes on those around him who
feel they should have seen more and now are in the position of realizing they
spent years of their life with a man unmasked as a sexual predator: his long-
term girlfriends – of which there were said to be a couple – how were they to
deal with all of this? His family? All of those who knew him, or thought they
knew him, people for whom their association with Jimmy Savile and his
celebrity and his charity work was one of the defining facts of their long lives
– what about them? It seemed to me there were all sorts of awkward
dilemmas that we might be able to interrogate.

To all of this, my director friend, making a topical reference to the leader
of Isis who was then much in the news, said: ‘Yeah, well, you might have
been friendly with al-Baghdadi, but that doesn’t mean you should make a
film about what he’s like behind the scenes.’

‘Personally, I think that sounds really interesting. I’d watch it in a
heartbeat.’

‘Well, the Isis victims might have other ideas.’
We ended the call in a way that was personable and polite but the clear

message was that the documentary was wrong-headed and probably immoral.
‘I really question why Kim has commissioned it,’ he said.

The conversation wobbled me – not regarding the appropriateness of doing
the documentary but it made me wonder quite why it was that, when I spoke



about ‘the need for nuance and a forensic attitude’, people sometimes heard
special pleading or an urge to extenuate and excuse. I thought back to books
and films that made an impression on me. Their power and resonance hinged
on their uncomfortable details and the awkward quality of the moral ecology
they described: victims who couldn’t help but become adjuncts of their
predatory conditions; suffering that was in no way ennobling; a strange
symbiosis of oppressors and the victimized that ended up immiserating
everyone.

Without quite finding the right form of words, I was fumbling towards an
understanding of Jimmy’s crimes that did not shame his friends, his
colleagues, his family, and most of all his prey for failing to push him off
with enough strength, for failing to see more, for failing to cry out, for failing
to speak up – for failing to fit into a neat moral category that, for good or ill,
is not how many, or even most, people behave.

Embarking in earnest on the second Savile film also meant I could chase
down the little clues and leads I’d had about Jimmy over the years and finally
answer some of my what-ifs: what if I’d aggressively pursued the little hints
that had been shared with me?

One of my first calls was to Noddy Holder, lead singer of Slade, about
whom the comedian Phill Jupitus had said ‘He has a folder this thick.’ I made
approaches from various angles, via friends of friends and colleagues of
colleagues. Word came back that he had nothing to say. I received an email
that said, ‘I really never had any time for Jimmy Savile nor knew him.’
Putting myself in Noddy’s shoes, I could see that a call from a strange
journalist asking about your relationship with a reviled sexual predator would
not bring you pirouetting to the phone. Still, what about the file?

I ended up writing a letter, which was passed on to him. To my surprise he
called – Slade frontman, glam-rock icon, ‘Mama Weer All Crazee Now’
scribe Noddy Holder. He said he’d met Jimmy a handful of times, doing Top
of the Pops, and that Jimmy had struck him – as he did many people at that
time – as being ‘cock of the walk’, self-important and an egoist, but he
couldn’t recall a conversation. More to the point, Noddy had had no inside
knowledge of sexual wrongdoing: when the Exposure programme had aired
he’d been as surprised as anyone else. The thick files turned out to be a
misunderstanding, based on a conversation backstage at Phill Jupitus’s show
Never Mind the Buzzcocks. Someone had said they’d heard the journalists on



Fleet Street have a file on Savile ‘this thick’ and Noddy had agreed, saying
he’d heard the same thing.

Several other calls ended up in a similar place. In a diary from 2001 I’d
found a reference to Keith Chegwin describing Jimmy Savile as ‘evil’. I
called Keith – he was on his mobile, puppyish as ever, scampering up Oxford
Street. He didn’t remember describing Jimmy as evil, though he allowed he
might have heard something from another Radio 1 DJ, Tony Blackburn, in
the eighties about Jimmy being arrested. ‘One day he’ll have his
comeuppance,’ was the attitude at that time, he said. Keith said Tony
Blackburn might be someone to contact, which I did. It was an off-the-record
chat in his agent’s offices and so lacking in content that I didn’t bother
writing up the notes. There were a handful of other calls that went a similar
way and the upshot was oddly unsatisfying. I’d been telling myself that
Jimmy Savile’s story was there waiting to be told – like a thread, it just
needed one tug to unravel. But the reality was different: the missed
opportunities weren’t so missed after all. Either that or there were people who
were keen not to be seen as having known more, for fear of being tied into a
perceived web of complicity.

Then there was a further more awkward development. I’d been hoping
we’d be able to include contributions from friends and family of Jimmy’s. I’d
been in touch with a self-appointed spokesperson for an underground
network of Jimmy supporters – I’ll call her Sally. ‘They call us deniers,’ she
said. She didn’t like the term. Sally had stayed out of the spotlight, for
obvious reasons, but had run a campaign of letter-writing and behind-the-
scenes organizing attempting to rehabilitate Jimmy. She was also a
gatekeeper to various friends and girlfriends of Jimmy’s.

By this time a director and AP had been assigned to the project and we’d
shot our first interview, appropriately enough, with Kat Ward, the woman
who’d set the whole train in motion by writing an online memoir in which
she described his visits to Duncroft and then later by being the first to speak
up in a spiked segment for Newsnight.

I’d got in touch with Kat via Facebook and the interview had gone
smoothly but Kat, as was her right, had told a friend who happened to be a
journalist, and he’d rushed out an article about me doing a follow-up
documentary. In its haste to stay ahead of the story, the BBC put out a press
release, which I didn’t see until it was too late, that couldn’t have been
designed to be more alienating to contributors who already had fears of being



tarred as accessories to his crimes after the fact. The press release suggested
friends of Jimmy’s were holding on to secrets. There was also a gratuitous
reference to Jimmy as ‘the man who hoodwinked’ me – somehow taking a
programme that still had a plausible claim to being the most revealing portrait
of Jimmy while he was alive and turning it into a testament to failure.

The friends and family – Sally, lines that were out to one of Jimmy’s long-
term girlfriends, other long-time friends who could have shed light on his
nature – quickly evaporated. A lightly amended press release went out a few
hours later but by then the damage was done. The four or five of us working
closely on the project were called into a meeting with the executive producer
and a BBC2 executive at Broadcasting House to sift through the wreckage.
The channel executive made the case that we should see the press release as a
positive, since it had forestalled the need for an awkward conversation with
contributors about what was in the programme. He missed out the fact that
such a conversation would only have been awkward because the contributors
would have featured in the programme, which they now wouldn’t.

It is hard to overestimate the amount of paranoia and anxiety that
surrounded our Jimmy Savile film. By this time another documentary was
already in the works – this one for BBC1, designed exclusively to honour the
victims. The other film was to be so victim-focused that Jimmy’s face would
be deliberately obscured throughout out of a sense of respect for their
feelings. My hope was that the existence of this other film might take the
pressure off us and free us up to make something more – I suppose –
perpetrator-focused. But it was also clear that the wounds were still raw –
BBC brass were both keen to be seen to be treating the crimes with their
proper gravity but also, behind that, there was a fear that the subject was so
radioactive that it should be locked away in a lead-lined box and buried in the
deep bosom of the ocean.

As a way of preserving some privacy, the BBC had procured us some quiet
offices in Maida Vale away from the hubs of TV-making. We were also
taking the precaution of referring to it as ‘Programme Six’.

By this time – late 2015, early 2016 – there were numerous reports in the
public domain: novella-length accounts of the findings of in-house
investigators. They were published online and had the look and layout of
actual books. The police ones came first – the Met, Surrey, West Yorkshire,
North Yorkshire, another by the Crown Prosecution Service to determine



why the 2009 Surrey Police investigation had gone nowhere. Several NHS
reports followed – Leeds General Infirmary, Broadmoor, Stoke Mandeville.
Others came later – any school or children’s home Jimmy had been known to
have visited was required to conduct an investigation, and the Department of
Education supplied an online template for how their published write-ups
should be organized. In the final tally, there were a total of thirty-two
hospitals, ten local authorities, plus several charities including Barnardo’s
and Action for Children. There was also the magnum opus that was the Janet
Smith Inquiry.

It has occasionally struck me as odd that these reports aren’t better known,
especially given how much money and effort must have gone into writing
them. It is true that the local government ones are thin gruel. There are quite a
few in which, having been alerted by an ex-pupil that Jimmy may have made
a visit to a school sports day or fete, the investigators appear to have spent
weeks making enquiries without managing to find a victim while being under
an obligation to record every remembered detail from forty years previously.
Jimmy lifting up a teenage girl’s skirt ‘by a few inches’ with a hockey stick
in 1971 or 72 in a spirit that the person had regarded at the time as
‘insignificant’ was the subject of an entire twenty-five-page report from
Saxondale Hospital in Nottingham.

Yet the reports from the hospitals – and Leeds General Infirmary in
particular – are another matter. If there was a moment when I felt I took on
board the full import and enormity of Jimmy’s crimes, it was when I set a
few hours aside to read them, finding myself oppressed with sadness and
guilt and foolishness. At the same time there was a weird tension as I
struggled to resolve the image of the person I knew with the person being
described in the incident reports. It may be that television and newspaper
accounts can’t do justice to the crimes of Jimmy Savile. All the
sensationalism disappears amidst the accumulation of forensic detail from
victims who, with the candour afforded to them by anonymity, can share their
accounts of incidents that – in many cases – affected them for life. There is
something in the colourless prose of the reports that gives an added power to
the stories.

For the LGI report, sixty-four people shared accounts of abuse – incidents
spanning nearly four decades, from 1962 to 1999 – and involving men,
women, boys, girls. Most were in their late teens and early twenties, but
plenty were outside those ages. What is striking reading them – other than the



sheer numbers of victims – is the effrontery of his offending, its shameless
and almost incontinent quality. Many accounts involve him touching the
victims’ genitals, under clothes, under bedclothes, when a mother has left the
room or sometimes with a nurse or doctor close at hand. ‘The doctor told me
to do this.’ ‘Has the pain gone away now?’ ‘Uncle Jimmy will sort it.’ ‘Uncle
Jimmy will look after you.’ Or just as often it is a wordless act, an intrusion
so bizarre and unexpected that the victim doesn’t know how to react. In my
own work, having interviewed paedophiles who preyed on children, their
own and other people’s, I am well aware of the grooming techniques that
allow abusers to confuse their victims and lower their defences. But the odd
thing about Jimmy was that he didn’t groom much of the time – or he did
some version of speed-grooming, based on his celebrity, projecting a sense of
authority and, above all, permission – so that, even on those occasions when
he was sworn at, pushed away, shouted at, there is no sense of his having
been chastened, just a comment: ‘He scurried away’ or ‘He left quickly’.

Many of the victims describe being in pain, being on their way in to
surgery or coming out of it, coming round from unconsciousness, confused,
dazed, completely off-guard. In this vulnerable state, they were assaulted by a
white-haired man in a porter’s outfit or scrubs, someone many didn’t
recognize as Jimmy Savile but assumed was a hospital employee. But it’s
also the case that his offending was so indiscriminate that it’s hard to
generalize about its qualities. Many incidents were opportunistic, relatively
fleeting, taking place in corridors and on wards; but some involved a level of
forethought and planning, meetings with parents, rendezvous, invitations to
the porters’ offices, or in at least one case his mother’s flat, followed by what
sounds like a massive physical overwhelm, Jimmy using his considerable
physical strength to overpower and rape his victim. Some – especially the
later ones, the ones that took place after his peak offending period of the
sixties and seventies – were seen as relatively trivial, simply annoying or
creepy, at the time and then reconsidered in hindsight. Given the overall
impression of compulsivity and predation, one tends to be struck by those
handful of occasions when Jimmy is fended off – a young woman who spent
the night at his flat, having been invited back to a fictitious party, while
wearing her ball gown, and successfully kept him at bay while sleeping in
bed with him. One reads the less serious accounts and imagines the Savile
deniers holding on to them as their scintilla of evidence for his forbearance
and kindly behaviour.



Reading the reports was anguish-inducing but also felt salutary for me
personally – a long-overdue inoculation against whatever residual sense of
fondness I’d felt towards Jimmy. I discovered I had perhaps felt more
attachment than I’d realized, some sense of investment in his not being an
indefatigable sex offender. Otherwise why was there so much distress and
guilt? Or was it perhaps a normal reaction to the accumulated sense of
violation, the pain and distress all those people – adults and children – carried
with them? And was it normal, too, to resist believing the worst about
someone until faced with the incontrovertible truth? In the reports’
accumulation of clinical detail, they provided a breathtaking portrait of the
relentless predatory behaviour of a man who appeared compulsively
dedicated to grabbing, groping, fiddling, and intruding.

It was also a shock to see cruelty arising from actions that had almost
nothing in them that was reminiscent of good faith – not even the cousin of
good faith that is honest selfishness or greediness. Over the years, I’d come to
see how much wickedness was a by-product of a kind of self-deception:
sincere fascists working towards a bright Aryan utopia or zealots dictating
intolerance on the basis of God’s holy word. Even the paedophiles at the
mental hospitals I’d visited had, for the most part, persuaded themselves that
the children they abused were capable of consent, that they ‘enjoyed it’, and
they cited passages from Ancient Greek texts or practices in Papua New
Guinea to suggest that it was a modern peculiarity to fetishize the innocence
of children. ‘All great deceivers . . . in the actual act of deception . . . are
overcome with belief in themselves,’ thus spake Nietzsche. To persuade
others, you first have to drink your own Kool-Aid. But how had Jimmy –
with his rampant grabbings and rapes – ever imagined that he was being
anything other than vicious?



Chapter 31

Horrible Stuff

When the time came to speak to the victims myself, I made it my habit on
the way to the location to re-read passages from the reports, to make sure the
gravity of the offences was in my mind during the conversations.

In selecting contributors, we were – as ever – at the mercy of who was
willing to go on camera. We’d been in contact with Liz Dux, the lawyer at
Slater and Gordon who was handling compensation claims. It was around this
time that the figure of over a thousand victims was being bandied around in
news reports. Liz Dux said, with regard to claims she was dealing with, it was
closer to a couple of hundred. She wasn’t sure where the larger figure had
come from.

She sent out a form letter from the production to alert people to our project
should they wish to speak. We’d been keen not to obscure victims’ faces,
which limited our pool even further – the idea being that it can look shady
and unsatisfying to hear testimony from people whose faces you can’t see.

For me, the second Savile film represented a new way of working. One of
the axioms of my programmes, going back to my TV Nation days, had been
that I looked at contributors who were making questionable decisions: the
Klansmen, the Westboro Baptist Church members. Even in those later shows
about addiction and mental illness, the subject of enquiry was people facing
impossibly difficult choices, of how best to support troubled loved ones. To
speak to victims of sexual assault was new ground for me and, especially
given my history with the man, I was trepidatious.

Alongside the new interviews with victims, we would be drawing on the
abundance of archive from the original show, the forty-odd hours of rushes,
the material shot in the years afterwards, the DVD ‘Jimmy Links’ rushes, the
rushes from the tongue-in-cheek mini-doc When Jimmy Met Louis. Ancient



battered boxes were brought down from an old storage facility and combed
through. All of this was different to our normal way of working. It was also
felt that, given my different role in the story, I should be interviewed on-
screen by the director, instead of simply voicing the programme.

Early on in the process, I watched some of the rushes from the original
documentary. I had always wondered whether there might have been clues
that I missed. Possibly in a bid to salvage my image of my own acuity, I
recalled that I had pushed him harder at various points, in particular, in the
scene at his mother’s flat in Scarborough about his sexual interests and his
relationship with the Duchess.

The rushes had been transferred onto DVDs and I watched them at my
desk in the open-plan BBC offices in White City.

[From Roll 022, filmed in the Duchess’s bedroom]

LT: Did the Duchess not give you ‘brain damage’?
JS: No. I was fifty-five when she died. We were more like pals.

Duchess and me were best pals.
LT: Did the closeness to the Duchess mean you didn’t get married?
JS: No. Nothing. Every day Christmas day, every night New

Year’s Eve. Rock and roll, baby.

There followed the conversation, which we’d used in the film, about his
‘girlfriends’. Some had been friends for forty years. ‘I was a pirate,’ he said,
who had never wanted exclusive relationships.

LT: Do you think your relationship with the Duchess was anything
like a marriage?

JS: That is a non-question. Only a funny fella would ask a question
like that.

[LT: keeps at it, asks JS to explain it.]
JS: We were the most normal family in the world . . . When you

find someone that loves you they’ll do it for you.

More or less at random, I dug out Roll 74 and Roll 75. Though they were



higher numbers, the tapes dated from an earlier occasion – they’d been shot
by Will on the toy camera. With just the two of us present, me and Will and
no crew, there was a chance this material would be more intimate and more
revealing.

The images showed me and Jimmy wandering around a leisure centre in
Doncaster, the one where he’d donated a large cuddly toy bear. ‘JS does a
slightly weird lower lip thing on a woman’s hand,’ I wrote. ‘Two blokes. JS
says, “You’re better looking than me so bollocks.” ’ I watched on: there was
some more wandering; we climbed into Jimmy’s limo; we made chit-chat
about charity work. ‘JS says, “Don’t play with the switches, ’cuz it knacks all
the business up.” JS begins doing a Souza marching-band song.’

I don’t know quite what I’d been expecting from watching the rushes.
Maybe that his deviant qualities would be more evident. Or maybe I’d just
wanted to see him again with the knowledge of his crimes so that I could
merge the two people into one, or just so that I could look at him again
knowing what he did. But it didn’t happen: the two people refused to become
one, and instead of resolving them I was thrown back into a time before the
revelations, into a state of mild boredom, enduring the harmless windbaggery
of a faintly ridiculous ageing DJ.

The interviews for what came to be called simply ‘Savile’ took place over
several months. It was a far cry from the immersive mode of working I was
used to. Instead of the sense of being in a world, we interviewed contributors
piecemeal as they became available.

We featured four victims, all female, and representing a spectrum of his
offending. We had hoped to film a male victim, but only one was comfortable
coming forward, and he had changed his story in significant ways, which I
worried would be an unhelpful distraction in the film.

Our first interview was with Kat, the ex-Duncroftian. Now in her sixties,
and living on borrowed time in the aftermath of bowel cancer, she lived in
Gobowen, a village in Shropshire close to the Welsh border. I took a train up.
In her front room, with her long-term partner sitting by for support, she
recounted the matter-of-fact details of a young teenager, so abused by her
mother and her mother’s boyfriends, that being asked to give a blowjob to a
forty-something DJ in the back of his Rolls in return for some tickets to a TV
show was, as she put it, ‘not that big a deal, really’.

In subsequent weeks I interviewed others. Cherie lived in Bournemouth,



close to the seafront. A talented artist, her home was filled with her oil
paintings, seascapes, animal portraits, and numerous pictures of the singer
James Blunt. She described how, in 1973, she had been recovering from a
breakdown and serious surgery at Stoke Mandeville when he came in through
a ground-floor window. He’d stuck his tongue in her mouth – one of the
hallmarks of his offending – and, disorientated and with her arms bandaged,
she had been unable to fend him off.

Susan, an optician in Leeds, had been delivering some spectacles to
Jimmy’s house. He’d invited her inside, kissed her on the mouth, dropped his
trousers, and uttered his catchphrase, ‘How’s about that then?’ She’d told co-
workers back in the office, who’d laughed. For years afterwards she’d made
no secret of the encounter – processing it as a funny story rather than as an
assault, and only after the revelations did she come to see it with clear eyes as
abusive and frightening.

In Aylesbury, not far from Stoke Mandeville, I spoke to Sam. A woman
roughly my own age, she had, as a young girl in the late seventies and early
eighties, attended Sunday service at the hospital chapel. From time to time,
Jimmy – an intermittently observant Catholic – would show up. Sam
described being in the vestry, aged twelve or so, having helped with the
collection, where Jimmy would grope and molest her, penetrating her with
his fingers, brazenly and almost in view of other church-goers. Sam, too, had
been abused by her grandfather, who had raised her. Softened up, her
defences scrambled and worn down, she had put up little resistance against
Jimmy.

‘I never said to him “don’t”,’ she told me, ‘because I knew he could.’
With all the victims, there was the slightly uncomfortable moment of

soliciting their opinions on my original documentary. In my self-involved
state, I still imagined there might be a chance they’d recognize the
programme’s revealing dimension and give me credit for going as far as I
did. Yeah, that didn’t happen. At the same time, it was oddly bracing to feel
the force of their unvarnished feedback. ‘I remember thinking “poor Louis”,’
was Kat’s reaction. She said she felt I’d been ‘hoodwinked’ by him. Cherie
remarked on how ‘silly’ I seemed, being pushed around by a puffed-up
celebrity. But the overwhelming impression they gave was a sense of guilt.
They felt bad for not saying or doing more to speak out. Each had thought
she was the only one. If only they had known, they said, they would have
raised the alarm. They would have tried to bring him to justice.



Alongside the victims we interviewed others – associates, colleagues –
who’d worked with him in a friendly way for many years. One was a BBC
producer called Gill Stribling-Wright who’d started out in a junior capacity
on Clunk-Click, then moved on to Jim’ll Fix It and stayed in touch as she
moved up the TV ladder, doing Parkinson and ITV telethons. My director on
the original documentary, Will Yapp, had interviewed her for background
back in 1999. At that point she’d described Jimmy as a ‘tarnished saint’,
someone with a fascination with what makes people tick, which explained his
visits to Broadmoor, and who had an interest in philosophy. ‘I don’t think
there’s anyone who really knows him completely, someone who he confides
all in,’ she’d said. ‘I think there are various people who know a little bit and
all of them participate in the compartments that he’s placed them in.’ Now,
sixteen years on, she told me that in the years she worked with him she never
saw anything that caused her concern. Had she read the reports? No, she said.
‘Because I don’t know what I’d do with it.’ His private life had been obscure,
though looking back little clues stood out. ‘Part of his persona was the fact
that he would tread very close to the line, in hindsight.’ She mentioned, when
asked if he’d ever shown anything other than a professional interest in her,
that she would have been too ‘walnuttish’ for him – a word she’d heard him
use, which meant dry and wrinkly. She would have been in her mid-twenties
at the time.

Another colleague, a senior nurse at Stoke Mandeville called Sylvia
Nichol, still had a trove of memorabilia, including an oversized last birthday
card that was never given to him and a larger-than-life Jimmy Savile bust
made out of Lego, which she kept in the shed. She’d spent the greater part of
her working life raising money for Stoke Mandeville’s Spinal Injury Unit and
described the moment she called Jimmy because the roofs on the cheap
hospital buildings were leaking, and how that had let to him spearheading a
charity effort that raised £10 million. All that work was now rendered suspect
– seen as a smokescreen for his offending. ‘Sometimes I do say, please can
you fix this?’ she said, standing in the shed with his Lego bust. ‘Because I
reckoned he could fix anything.’

And then there was Jimmy Savile’s personal assistant, Janet Cope. Janet
had been fired unceremoniously by Jimmy after twenty years’ service – told
simply, without explanation, ‘You’re out’ – around the time I’d done the first
documentary. She had worked as Jimmy’s diary-keeper and factotum. By her
own account, she organized events, cooked for him, and covered for him



when necessary. When he’d felt lonely on an around-the-world cruise
because it was full of Americans, none of whom recognized him, she’d
spoken to him on the ship’s phone every day to keep his spirits up. Unlike
Sylvia and Gill, Janet had read the reports. She viewed the incidents
described as either trivial (‘a pat on the bum’) or simply made-up.

Like the colleague at Stoke Mandeville, her life’s work had been tainted
from its association with Jimmy Savile. Her way of dealing with it was
simply to refuse to acknowledge the truth.

Re-entering the world of Jimmy Savile was like travelling across a landscape
ravaged by a hurricane. The survivors were making sense of what happened
in different ways, but no one was untouched by what they had lived through.

As filming progressed I was in touch via email with Beth, the woman who
had written me a letter describing herself and her friend as ‘girlfriends’ of
Jimmy’s. I’d been hoping to feature them in my follow-up programme. But
both were publicity shy. They had family members who still didn’t know
about their association with Jimmy and they were worried about their real
identities becoming known. Still, negotiations proceeded. Methods of
preserving their anonymity were discussed. Beth was also insistent that she
should know the names of everyone involved with the production. Emails she
sent were stamped with legalese about their confidentiality and her sense of
anxiety ebbed and flowed depending on what was going on in the news. She
described the toll the unmasking of Jimmy Savile had taken on her. She’d
had a nervous collapse after giving testimony to the Janet Smith Inquiry and
another after seeing the Jonathan Maitland play An Audience with Jimmy
Savile.

We met – first just Beth, myself and Will. Then later Alice came along as
well – nearly fifteen years on from our lunch at the Langham, both of them a
little nervous. Both had endured serious illnesses, Beth in particular looked
grey and drawn and gave off an anxiety so intense that it was hard to
differentiate from low-level passive aggression.

What was odd was that they seemed to have reversed positions in the
intervening years. Beth, who’d seemed more protective of him in 2001 and
inclined to recollect the happy parts of their association, could now barely
bring herself to think about him, so great was her hatred. Remembering some
of their encounters brought her to tears. It made me wonder whether, in the
scheme of things, the uncovering of Jimmy’s crimes had been worth it for her



personally. Alice, on the other hand, seemed lightened by the revelations, still
angry, but the anger didn’t seem to eat at her the way it did Beth.

She talked about some feelings of guilt at having done interviews and been
part of the posthumous process of unmasking Jimmy. She said she still had
some residual fondness for him and talked about the first time he’d taken
advantage of her – he’d been forceful but not violent.

‘It wasn’t the worst kind of “rape”,’ she said, doing air quotes.
‘Why did you do air quotes?’ I asked
‘Because the first time was so unexpected and quick. It was only later that

I viewed it as rape. But the other times, I don’t view them as rape, because I
went back. I knew what I was getting into.’

She described a man who was awkward, who lacked finesse, and she said
this in an almost indulgent, pitying way. She said she had dreams about him,
since the revelations, in which he came to her crying and she’d feel sorry for
him.

‘When we sent you that letter, I think I wanted you to do something, but
we didn’t want to be involved . . . Who did you show it to?’

‘My executive producer. I can’t remember who else exactly. But it was an
open-plan office. There was no sense of secrecy around it.’

I had the sense Alice might be thinking there was someone who
‘suppressed’ the letter – who stopped me from doing more. I tried to explain
that the letter said so much about ‘friendship’ and ‘fun’, there was nothing in
it to make me concerned.

‘I took it as, OK, he had girlfriends. He’s not gay. He’s not asexual . . . But
beyond that, it didn’t feel especially like news . . . There was nothing in it
about sexual assault. And in fact, it talks about a thirty-year friendship.’

‘We put that stuff about being friends in so you knew we weren’t
crackpots,’ Beth said. ‘To show we did know him.’

Alice said that when Jonathan King had been convicted in 2005, she’d sent
Jimmy a caravan-shaped postcard, saying, ‘Worried you might be next?’ But
they had harboured fears about Jimmy’s underworld connections. His boasts
of friends in the mafia, his joking references to himself as ‘il capo di tutti
capi’, she’d taken at face value. ‘We all agreed nothing could be done while
he was alive,’ Beth said. ‘He was too powerful.’

I thought: I didn’t agree nothing could be done while he was alive. But I
didn’t say anything.

‘Why didn’t you go to the police?’ I asked.



‘We wanted something much bigger and more public than that.’
It occurred to me that a police investigation would have led to something

big and public, but I didn’t point this out, and we all left a little later, having
talked for two and a half hours.

I saw Beth a few times afterwards. She’d asked us to keep her involved,
and I sent her emails letting her know how the TV project was progressing. It
was by now four years since the revelations, but the BBC1 documentary
about victims and the appearance of the Janet Smith Inquiry meant there had
been a spike in Savile coverage, which took a toll on her health. She’d been
going through therapy and on one occasion she suggested I join her for a
session – I think to help me understand what she’d been going through – but I
declined.

I never saw Alice again. Before our meet-up, I’d sent her a list of questions
via Beth. In return, I got a two-page document with thoughtful answers to
each of the questions. She described meeting him, when she was aged fifteen,
through a friend, at his radio chat show Speakeasy. His first question to her
had been, ‘How old are you?’ He’d sexually assaulted her up against the wall
of a BBC corridor, and then, a few months after she turned sixteen, he’d
raped her in a hotel room.

‘I hadn’t got a clue I was being taken advantage of at that time but I knew
it was wrong somehow,’ she wrote. ‘It was only later that I saw it for what it
was and became very angry and emotionally confused about it. Although it
sounds sick, at the time I even felt flattered at the attention of someone so
famous. I felt I was special to him and was fond of him.

‘I am glad it is out in the open as it has helped so many people come
forward to report abuse . . . However, as for it being “therapeutic” I would
say no. It has been immensely stressful . . . I now realize with vivid clarity I
meant nothing to him but that I was taken advantage of, used and abused; I
was one of hundreds. I know he was an absolute bastard but another part of
me (weirdly) feels I have betrayed him. I am still looking for some
understanding of my own experience and emotions. I know I am not to blame
but I carry shame and guilt about what I feel I “allowed” to happen.’



Chapter 32

Gotta Get Theroux This

It started, like the hiss and whisper of train tracks announcing a coming
train, with bits of noise on social media. On Twitter, there was a murmur of
interest in my old programmes, some of which had turned up on Netflix.
Young people tagged me in tweets expressing their appreciation for episodes
of Weird Weekends – shows that were nearly twenty years old – and even, on
occasion, avowed an unlikely amorous interest in that older version of me (if
that two-sizes-too-big leather-jacketed gurning man-child was me, which at
this distance I wasn’t sure it was).

Then a more unexpected development: unlicensed merchandise. T-shirts,
Christmas jumpers, pillows, birthday cards, mugs – some of it frankly
baffling in conception: one of the mugs showed me, for some reason, with
large breasts – and often with the legend ‘Gotta Get Theroux This’ or ‘Sleep
Tight Theroux The Night’. I had spent years, nay decades, hearing people say
‘Theroux the keyhole’, ‘Theroux the looking glass,’ even in the primary
school playground – literally when I was about five years old – ‘Louis
Theroux the ball! Ha ha!’ So I was by now anaesthetized to the comic effect
of that particular jeu de mots but I was, nevertheless, grateful for what I took
to be an appreciative sentiment.

Every now and then I’d hear of someone who’d got a tattoo of me on a leg
or arm, which I found flattering but also stressful. Being emblazoned
permanently on someone’s body seemed to carry with it certain
responsibilities, and it was far from clear what those might be. Another
darker part of me, the part that liked it, seemed to think that perhaps more
people should be getting tattoos of me, and the notion even flitted through my
head of incentivizing them with free signed DVDs.



A mug of me with tits? Sure! Why not?

A waitress on the West Coast of Ireland birthed a Twitter account,
@NoContextLouis, with screen grabs from shows and the relevant piece of
dialogue: one showed me apparently saying: ‘She said there was no dick too
big’, another ‘Can I work the swan tonight?’ One of my pleasures in my
years of making TV had always been getting into situations where I was
forced by circumstances to say something ludicrous or asinine with a straight
face. ‘He called you a bald-faced fucker.’ ‘Do you want some Lucozade?’ I
enjoyed @NoContextLouis as a celebration of those moments.

There was also a Twitter account – @louistherouxbot – that used a
computer algorithm to generate random bits of ‘Louis Theroux commentary’
of a wholly nonsensical sort. Sensing a PR opportunity, I announced on
Twitter that I would record one of the lines if I got enough retweets, and
ended up using my best ‘serious VO’ voice to announce, ‘I’m in Amsterdam
to meet Hannah, a former IT expert turned cybergoth who believes that Hull
is a portal to Hell.’



Peak ironic-Louis-appreciation – I still haven’t found a catchy way to
describe the phenomenon – may have been a series of Louis Theroux-themed
club nights around Britain. I didn’t delve too deep into the details – it has
always felt unseemly to be over-interested in whatever cult status I may or
may not enjoy – but I did stumble across a short video clip of ten or fifteen
people on a dance floor, grooving around while wearing masks with my face
on. I can only compare my feeling to the scene in Being John Malkovich
when the eponymous main character enters a portal in his own head and
arrives in a world in which everyone looks like him.

It was hard to judge the exact tone of some of the appreciation. It definitely
wasn’t nasty. At the same time, it was clearly partly tongue-in-cheek and
playful – naturally so, since it revolved around a kind of fiction, a constructed
TV identity and not the real me, whoever that may be. Nancy researched the
company that was making some of the merchandise. I’d wondered who else
they featured on their iPhone cases and pyjamas, hoping it might be
philosophers and revolutionaries like Jean Genet and Hakim Bey. I was a
little disappointed to find their other honourees were David Hasselhoff and a
Sky Sports commentator I’d never heard of. Nonetheless, it was basically
flattering, and it was only strange to achieve some kind of ambiguous elder-
statesman status when I felt my grip on success was still so tentative, my
sense of security so fragile.

And the serendipitous part was that the slow percolation of interest among
younger viewers coincided with us finishing up My Scientology Movie.

The film had been edited through the end of 2015 and beginning of 2016 –
spending more than six months in the cutting room, four months longer than
any of my TV projects. It had been a beast to get under control – for a while
John and Simon had kept me out of the edit altogether. ‘I like to give my
directors a little space to play with the material,’ Simon said when I called to
ask what was going on. I felt like Colonel Sanders after he’d signed his name
and image rights away to KFC and wasn’t allowed to open another restaurant,
pressing my face against an imaginary screen door and saying, Hey, guys,
remember me? Can I help fry the chicken tonight?

Then, having ‘played’ their way to a standstill, they invited me in to
collaborate, and I threw myself into helping, which seemed only to make
matters worse, at least for a while, until gradually the four of us – me, John,
Simon, and Paul the editor – found a way through the material: an opening



that set up the idea of Scientology as something beguiling and mysterious, the
introduction of the device of the re-enactments, the story of my relationship
with Marty balanced against a mounting sense of intimidation from the
Church, and the final-act moment of confrontation with Marty on the street
outside the studio where we’d filmed the recreation of the Hole.

In the last few weeks of the edit, we sent the Scientologists a list of all the
allegations the film made. There was then a process of reflecting the
Church’s denials and ‘clarifications’ using on-screen text. I had slightly
dreaded this, worrying it would emasculate the story – clutter it up and
weaken it with qualification. In fact, in the end, the inclusion of the Church’s
counter-statements strengthened the drama by giving the viewer more access
to the Scientologists’ mindset, shedding light on how they explain their
actions to themselves.

Among the claims in the letters from the Church was the delightful
explanation that they had filmed us at various locations only because they
were working on their own documentary about me. I couldn’t help finding
this idea flattering and intriguing, though at the time of press there is still no
sign of My Louis Theroux Movie by the Church of Scientology.

The BBC legal and compliance teams for the most part let us say what we
wanted. The only significant point of contention for them was that the scene
of Tom Cruise playing backgammon was too close to the re-enactment of the
Hole and that it might be construed as suggesting the star of Risky Business
and the Mission Impossible franchise knew about David Miscavige’s alleged
abuse and that he was around when it was allegedly happening. (Scientology
denies any abuse in the Hole, or the existence of a Hole. Or the existence of a
film called Holes starring Shia LaBeouf. Have I mentioned that?) To placate
our lawyers, we tweaked some commentary and moved the backgammon
scene a little further down the film. This still wasn’t enough. In the end the
decision was referred all the way up to Danny Cohen, the BBC’s then
Director of Television. From his Olympian roost, he ruled that yes, it was OK
to show Tom Cruise and David Miscavige playing backgammon.

Along with its letters and rebuttals, the Church also sent a thick ring-binder
full of printed papers in individual plastic sheaves. It was entitled ‘Letters
from Executives and Staff who have been at the Gold Base since the 1990s’.
It contained a hundred or so written testimonials from Sea Org personnel, in a
variety of fonts, many with jazzy photos of the correspondents grinning and
looking as though they were trying a little too hard to telegraph freedom and



self-expression and definitely-not-in-a-cult-ness. What was eerie was the way
the letters all hit the same talking points. Every one described the luxurious
conditions staff live in and featured a vignette depicting Miscavige’s
wonderful personality. ‘He is the most selfless person I have ever met.’ ‘He is
the most compassionate man I have ever seen.’ ‘I will never forget the first
time I met him . . . He came and personally spoke to me and asked me my
name.’ ‘He is the most caring person I have ever seen.’

I imagined the orders coming in. Here is what your letter should look like.
Here is a template but make it your own! The accumulation of over-the-top
praise was so formulaic it had the effect of sounding utterly false.

In late 2015 the film was accepted into the London Film Festival, and it was
around the same time that we sent a link for Marty to watch. We’d
maintained a cordial long-distance relationship in the months of editing.
There had been some talk of possibly flying him out for the premiere, and
though that idea was dropped, we were still hopeful he would support the
film and view it as a fair-minded albeit warts-and-all portrait. He wrote back
to say, in somewhat muted terms, he had found it ‘clever’ and to congratulate
us for being true to our word about showing the conditions in the Hole. A few
days later he wrote again. This time he wasn’t so complimentary. He said he
hated the film and he blamed Simon for – as he saw it – conning him into
participating in a project that was wholly different than the one that was
promised. On the plus side, he seemed to regard me as too trivial and
unserious to deserve the same level of vitriol – though he did call me an
‘assclown’. He labelled John a ‘rimless zero’. In subsequent months, he made
other false allegations – claiming that I had egged him on to be more lurid in
his scripting of the alleged abuse in the Hole.

Three years on, the biggest mystery remains the ‘rimless zero’ remark.
I couldn’t find it in me to be annoyed at Marty. He had put a lot into the

project and I could well understand why he felt hurt when it didn’t turn out to
be as uncritical of him as he might have liked. I also tended to see his turning
against the film as part of his general disillusionment with the world of anti-
Scientology. And in fact in subsequent months and years Marty would blog
and post videos attempting to debunk any TV shows and movies that were
critical of Scientology.

It was widely assumed that he had been paid off by the Church and was
now, in effect, back working for David Miscavige.



The night of the premiere, I rode down to Leicester Square with Nancy in a
fancy car laid on by the festival. John and I introduced the film, welcoming
everyone and in particular any Scientologists that were there, as they
undoubtedly were, and then I skipped out, feeling no need to see it for the
hundredth time, and also a little anxious about being exposed so directly to
the reaction of the audience. Afterwards we did a Q&A, and I found it
difficult to judge the mood of the room. It was only later – when I joined my
mum and her husband, Michael, for dinner at Pizza Express, and I saw their
reaction and how much they’d enjoyed it and how proud they were – that I
felt more confident about the film and its prospects.

Over the next few days reviews appeared, all positive, and I looked
forward to a distributor imminently buying the film and giving it a wide
release. What I didn’t expect, though perhaps I should have done, was
another pushback from the Church of Scientology.

It began in an almost comical fashion with a visit, one Sunday morning, by a
pair of police officers. I’d been making pancakes for the kids, and I invited
the two men into the kitchen. In the incongruous setting of our disorderly toy-
strewn house – me wearing my pyjamas and dressing gown, with the two big
boys watching The Dumping Ground in the other room, and Walter in his
playpen – I heard one of the PCs say, ‘We’re here because a serious threat
has been made against you, which has been passed on to us.’

‘Right,’ I said, waiting for the words to make sense.
‘The threat was made in an anonymous phone call by a Mr X. It was made

– as we understand it – in a phone call to the Church of Scientology, in East
Grinstead. The gentleman in question had seen a film you have made and had
taken a negative view of the film, saying it had caused him to wish to hurt
you. The Church of Scientology was concerned about your well-being, so
we’re here to make sure you are OK. May I ask, have you seen anything out
of the ordinary or suspicious?’

As he said this, I realized it had all the hallmarks of a Scientology scare
tactic – in the guise of helping, but actually with the intent to cause fear and
disquiet, they had invented a fictitious threat. In a weird way, it was almost
gratifying to see the Scientologists still apparently working off their old
1970s playbook – like finding a collectable bit of kitsch from the seventies in
a junk shop, a Rolf Harris Stylophone or a Speak & Spell. Wow! Remember
these? I explained this to the police, though either I didn’t persuade them, or



professionalism required them to continue to act as though the threat was
real.

‘Any men lurking in the shadows, sir? Signs of breaking and entering?’
‘No, I’ve just told you . . .’
They ended by saying they were putting me on a ‘priority list’ with a

special phone number – presumably my calls would ring on a giant red phone
on the Police Commissioner’s desk. At the very least, I figured, it might help
when there were unruly elements kicking off outside the house and we were
trying to settle the children.

But the police visit was, in a sense, a mere tinhorn fanfare for the arrival of
a more worrying development.

A message came in from Simon. Something in it made me think it was
ominous and I called back, after the kids’ supper one evening, from the quiet
retreat of our top-floor bedroom, to hear him say, in a voice that was
unusually grave, ‘Yeah so, we’ve had a letter from David Miscavige’s
personal lawyers. Apparently you sent a tweet that they consider libellous
and they are threatening legal action.’

‘Oh dear,’ I said.
‘Yeah.’
‘That’s not good is it.’
‘No. Sorry.’ This was said in a manner so heartfelt and final that it

suggested, not just that this threat to do harm really was serious but also that
there wasn’t much he would be able to offer in the way of help. It was my
Twitter account and if I was going to use it to libel vengeful high-profile
figures, that was on me.

He ended by suggesting I call Nigel, the media lawyer who’d worked on
the movie, which I did. He also forwarded me the letter. It quoted from a
tweet – or rather a retweet, since the words had auto-generated when I’d
clicked on a button to share an article – that said, and I quote, ‘David
Miscavige is a terrorist.’ Yeah. That wasn’t good. I recalled tweeting the
article – I’d had some misgivings on account of its overheated content and
had wondered about erasing it, but a publicist we’d retained had suggested I
didn’t, since apparently that was seen in PR circles as a sign of weakness and
would probably only bring more attention. What I didn’t recall – and didn’t
think I’d ever actually read – was the wording of the tweet itself. David
Miscavige is a terrorist. I pondered all this a little ruefully, then called my
agent. In a tone not dissimilar to Simon’s, she said, ‘David Miscavige may be



a lot of things but he ain’t a terrorist.’
‘But what do I do?’
‘You need to get a good lawyer and get ready to spend a lot of money.

Because I’m telling you now, this could be very expensive.’
A day or two later, another letter arrived from the lawyers acting for

Miscavige, filled with more legal sabre-rattling and shield-clanking – ‘false’,
‘outrageous’, ‘defamatory’ – and a demand for an apology. This I might have
thought about providing – given that I don’t actually think David Miscavige
is a terrorist – except my lawyer warned that the apology would not forestall
a claim of financial damages, but in fact, only make one more likely, possibly
to the tune of £100,000 or more.

My lawyer advised me to instruct a high-powered QC. A name was
suggested, Heather Rogers. She had once been part of the legal team
defending the writer Deborah Lipstadt in her libel defence against the
historian David Irving, whom she had labelled a Holocaust denier. There
were meetings – the QC was as impressive as I’d expected – and as she did
her preparation, read the letters, read my tweets, the articles, and viewed the
film, and as the bills came in and money haemorrhaged out, I found myself
mainly reassured by her level of competence and only slightly distraught at
the strangeness of having to pay someone hundreds of pounds to watch a film
you’ve made, as research.

Around the same time – towards the end of 2015 – I was making trips up
to MediaCity in Salford, where I was appearing on a Christmas edition of the
quiz show University Challenge. On the train, I would brood about my own
stupidity at sending the tweet and the likelihood of its having catastrophic
consequences. I looked up the meaning of ‘terrorist’. You could ‘terrorize’
someone without doing them physical harm, I reasoned. Though, as the
Scientology letters pointed out, my tweet had gone out not long after the
Charlie Hebdo murders, so I was sort of suggesting that David Miscavige
went round stabbing journalists, which he hasn’t done as far as I know.

I did a Twitter inventory to see how many of my followers were real
people. It suggested I’d only published the tweet to a million people, not 1.8
million. And in fact only a few thousand had probably seen it. I told this to
Nigel, the lawyer.

‘Yes, I’m not sure how helpful that is for us,’ he said.
The case motivated me to do well in University Challenge. I was getting a

small fee for each appearance. If my team went all the way, I’d only need



another £98,000 for the war chest, though come to think of it that wasn’t
counting legal fees.

In the final I got on a hot streak, answering questions on Mad Men,
Tennyson, and Pope Linus I. We won. It improved my frame of mind for
about fifteen minutes. Another legal letter came in from Miscavige’s lawyers.
We sent one back. Despite all the polysyllables and legal verbiage, it was, I
realized, just a more sophisticated and more expensive version of two kids in
a playground saying ‘Come on then! If you want some!’ ‘You and whose
army! Hold me back! Hold me back!’ but neither of them really wanting to
fight.

Still, it was stressful and not helping my equanimity around this time was
the sudden onset of a debilitating pain in the groin and the realization, after I
checked myself in the mirror, that one of my testicles had grown to roughly
four times its normal size. It was a couple of days after Christmas by now.
Nancy had made plans for us all to stay with friends in Norfolk, but I showed
her the questionable testicle, and she agreed I should get it checked out while
they began the holiday. They drove off, and I made my way down to an
urgent health clinic and there followed an embarrassing procession around a
sequence of A&E departments where a series of doctors stared at and felt my
balls – then asked if it was OK to let the trainee doctors sit in and have a look
– and tried to figure out why one of my testes was the size of a goose egg.

Finally, late in the day, with the light gone outside, the last doctor said with
a smile, ‘Yes, just an infection. Orchitis is the medical name. Antibiotics
should sort that out, but you can’t be too careful. I hope you don’t mind me
saying, I do like your documentaries. Anything new in the pipeline?’

I took the train to Norwich, where I joined Nancy and the boys, and the
following morning I pushed Walter’s pram around a hillside that overlooks
the city, conscious of my testicle jostling in my trousers like a spiteful troll.
The next night was New Year’s Eve. We visited my old friend Adam Buxton
and his family at their converted farmhouse, staying up and toasting the year
ahead while I wondered inwardly whether I’d be remortgaging the house, and
should I just apologize, or did that, as the lawyers claimed, lay me open to
massive damages.

The next day we drove across to the easternmost edge of Norfolk, a little
village called Sea Palling, whose buildings were mostly washed away in
disastrous floods in 1953 that had killed seven people. Nancy and I and the
boys whiled away the hours in an arcade filled with machines that cascaded



two-penny pieces and spat out long snakes of tickets that you could trade for
prizes, and I tried to forget about the legal case.

After a few days of antibiotics, the testicle returned to its accustomed size,
presumably a little wistful about its brief visit to the big leagues. And by a
strange quirk of fate, the Miscavige infection went down a few weeks later –
finally succumbing to the weeks of high-dosage legal correspondence.
Afterwards, along with the relief at the situation having gone away, I had the
feeling of having been initiated, and that maybe this was the price of having
been credited with more bravery than I deserved. Perhaps on occasion you
had to weather misfortune that was undeserved – or at least, unglamorous,
unexciting, and ten times more worrying than an angry glistening wrestler
with nipples like rivets or an exasperated Klansman caught out with Nazi
figurines.

Other than occasional attempts to hack my emails, which may or may not
have emanated from Scientology, or the News of the World, or a Russian troll
farm, things went largely quiet. Which was welcome, but there was still the
question of whether anyone would ever get to see the film.



Chapter 33

Half Old, Still Confused

I try not to be too worried about the success or failure of programmes when
they go out on TV. You figure you made the show you wanted to make, and
it does what it does. Feature films turned out to be a different story. Mainly
the problem is that, if the distributors don’t like the film, they won’t buy it
and the film won’t go into cinemas.

After the success of the premiere and the great reviews and word of mouth,
I was expecting a smooth passage for My Scientology Movie into cinemas
across the UK and then the world. But something strange happened . . .
nothing. Well, maybe not quite nothing; there was occasionally some little
whisper or micro-step forwards. A sales agent came on. An invitation to
another festival. But the nothing soon returned. I found it hard to decipher the
nothing – whether it was a genuine nothing, or the nothing of bad news that I
was being spared having to hear, or whether the nothing was itself the bad
news. There were screenings for potential distributors, then what sounded
like the mumble of something but turned out to be more nothing.

In early 2016, our film showed at Tribeca Film Festival. John Dower and I
flew to New York and did a day of press in an airless office with a procession
of reporters from online outlets whose enthusiasm for our film persuaded me
it might find an audience in America. There were more good reviews –
including a glowing write-up in Entertainment Weekly – followed by a couple
more months of basically mumbles and nothing. So far I had been trying not
to be too interested in what was happening as I thought it was probably
annoying to Simon and definitely uncool to have too much staked in the
film’s success, but at this point I couldn’t help myself. I pressed John to
account for the lack of interest.

‘It’s weird,’ he said, ‘but I think there is a portion of the more high-minded



docs world that can’t help seeing you as a TV commodity. They’re thinking,
“It’s not cinema.” And it’s bollocks but it’s the way a lot of these people
think.’ He described meeting a high-end docs distributor at a Tribeca dinner.
‘She was all sniffy and I asked if she’d seen how it plays to an audience. She
hadn’t even seen the film.’

I felt demoralized. I thought about all the small films and modest TV docs
that get short runs in cinemas. Couldn’t we just get a little art-house release
for a week in a handful of cities? I lobbied Simon to do anything to get the
film out there.

‘We could just stick it up on YouTube,’ I said. ‘Let people pay to
download it.’

Even as I was saying it, I reminded myself of a character in the film
Sideways, a know-nothing who advises his writer friend, ‘Publish it yourself!
Get it in libraries! Let the public decide!’ Judging from Simon’s reaction, it
was a risible suggestion and may partly explain why I am a TV presenter who
specializes in getting out of my depth and not an Oscar-winning producer.

As months went by and there was still no sign of a distributor buying our
film, I felt baffled and impotent. In July, with everything still quiet, Simon
suggested we shake the bushes by taking the film up to Sheffield for the
documentary festival. This would be our third major festival – I worried a
little about whether it seemed a bit desperate. It reminded me of an elderly
man I once saw in a bath house in west London. I was with my brother in the
sauna and the man kept sauntering past and ‘accidentally’ letting his bathrobe
fall open and then standing there with his willy out. (In this analogy, in case
you are wondering, I am the elderly man and the Scientology movie is the
man’s genitals.) But I deferred to Simon’s greater experience and agreed to
go, let slip my bathrobe and dangle my willy-movie one more time.

By a happy coincidence, I heard Michael Moore would also be at the festival,
promoting Where To Invade Next?, his latest film. Simon had thought it
would be helpful for our film if we could get Michael to watch it and support
it, and I also had my own reasons for wanting to meet up, and so through a
mutual acquaintance I engineered a meeting.

He was crossing the foyer of Sheffield’s Showroom Cinema when I spied
him. He had a small entourage around him, opening doors, carrying bags. It
was the first time I had seen him in the flesh in twenty years. He looked
older, a little heavier, his face was retracted into his neck, and I noticed how



he shambled, his legs folded in at the knees – he moved them almost without
raising them – and I worried about his health.

We found some seats in a corner of an empty bar. He apologized, he hadn’t
managed to see our film, he said, and then without me having thought about
it, I heard myself, as an opening gambit, burbling incoherent appreciation for
what he’d done for me by taking me on as a correspondent all those years
before. ‘I never really had a chance to say thank you for taking the chance
and putting me on the show,’ I said. ‘You changed my life and nothing that
happened later would have happened without you.’ To my surprise, I realized
I might be emotional.

‘Oh wow, that’s nice of you to say,’ Michael said. ‘I’ll never forget when
you first came on board. I saw you around the office doing the photocopying
and I said, “That British intern has something about him. We should give him
a chance on camera.” ’

This recollection was at odds with my own memory, which told me I’d
never been an intern at TV Nation, or done photocopying, but I didn’t like to
correct him and spoil a moment of bonding.

We moved to a crowded Italian restaurant across the road – Michael had
shaken off his retinue and a seagull swarm of British TV executives. It was
just him, me, and John, my director. Michael ordered a Kahlua and cream and
a spaghetti carbonara and we talked, reflecting on the time that had passed.
We were both old now. Both divorced. Well, I was kind of half old and half
divorced. He remembered Sarah, recalling one of the few times we’d all
socialized together – he’d invited us to a fundraising dinner for the magazine
The Nation and Sarah had accosted him about my habit of going off on
assignment on short notice, as though it were his fault.

We moved on to the subject of Trump, who was defying polls and
emerging as the Republican frontrunner. Roseanne Barr, an old friend of
Michael’s and at one time a leftie – was among those climbing aboard the
Trump train and endorsing right-wing conspiracy theories. Michael saw the
whole phenomenon as symptomatic of the political class, right and left,
turning its back on working people – he decried the lack of connection
between the Democrats and the blue-collar folk in the Midwest who were
showing signs of lining up for Trump. I was listening and trying to keep up,
and say something relevant, but nothing much was coming to mind about
Wisconsin and Michigan swing voters, and I had the feeling of trying to fall
in and jam with a band on a tune I didn’t know that well. With that same



sense of wanting to impress him and make him laugh but feeling a little out
of my depth, I reflected that nearly twenty-five years on, it wasn’t so very
different to that first ever meeting for a job interview at the Brill Building.

A couple of months after the Sheffield screening, Simon called with good
news: a company called Altitude had signed on to distribute the film. We had
a meeting at their offices in Soho; they were happy, I was happy, everyone
was happy.

With a nod to the gonzo quality of the film, they had the idea of bringing in
the gonzo illustrator par excellence Ralph Steadman to do the art for the
poster. They also mapped out a reassuringly relaxed publicity strategy – a day
and a half of interviews over a month or so. And there was mention of
kicking off the opening weekend with a live event, with a Q&A at Royal
Festival Hall that would be streamed to God knows how many cinemas – I
had tuned out by this point – around Britain.

I was by then preoccupied with other matters – back on the treadmill of
TV-making, reporting a series of programmes about crime and addiction in
the US, murder in Milwaukee, heroin abuse in West Virginia – so I didn’t
give much thought to the film’s release. I heard some more mumbling –
emails from Altitude that I was cc’ed into and that I only half-read – but this
time the mumbling was more positive: burble burble ticket uptake burble
thrilled more cinemas burble very excited blah blah burble.

On opening night I was a little under the weather. I made my way down to
the South Bank. I sat in the green room and signed some posters. Adam
Buxton was there – he was doing the Q&A – and Ralph Steadman, hawk-
faced, a little batty-seeming, with wild eyebrows and a jewellery confection
of silver and lapis lazuli round his neck. I’d had a briefing call with him on
the phone a few months earlier. He’d just watched the film and said, I think
in a positive way, ‘Oh God, it’s so fucking depressing. Jesus, what a fucking
nightmare. So awful.’

The evening was a blur. I felt typically anhedonic, ill, nervous, sapped of
energy. I was still mindful that it was at heart a film about not getting access
and that some viewers might be disappointed. But the crowd enjoyed it from
what I could tell and the Q&A passed off without incident, and so it was with
a feeling of pleasant surprise that I read, in a triumphalist email from Altitude
early the following week, that the live event had been beamed into so many
cinemas that in that one night the film had grossed more than most theatrical



docs make in a year.
And so it went on. After its long period of languishing unloved, the film

defied every prediction, selling well week after week, until it was the second-
highest grossing doc of the year in the UK and one of the most successful of
recent times.

Eventually, in early 2017, the movie came out in America. It showed in
cinemas in New York and Los Angeles, and for about fifteen seconds it was
the number-one film on the iTunes documentary charts. I did a short publicity
tour, which mainly consisted of low-rated Internet broadcasts: print
journalists who did web interviews filmed by the office tech guy. One woman
literally interviewed me on her personal Facebook page, with questions
coming from members of her family.

At a time when I had grown complacent about media interest, turning
down interviews like Duran Duran in their heyday, it was a salutary reminder
of what lack of interest feels like.

I did a couple of nights in New York. The ghost of my younger self
seemed to be walking the streets, angry and resentful and wholly committed
to making something of himself with no real clue as to what it would be.
Being back with a middlingly successful documentary felt like a triumph of
sorts, my fifteen minutes of the big time. I had the feeling of being both close
to that hungry young man and far away, his dark energy muffled by a
modicum of success but still throbbing underneath, still directionless and
confused.


